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During 1980, a short series of tests was carried out on the 
Leatherhead combustor (Fig. A) with the general objective 
of providing data on the part-load characteristics of PFBC 
and its behaviour during load changing. 

In a supercharged boiler·combined cycle, the.first step 
in changing load is to. glter the bed temperature. A. 
variation of 200 to 300 F is sufficient to alter the load 
by approximately 30%. To change the load over a wider 
range requires some additional method. Several solutions 
are possible but the one with which this report is specif
ically concerned involves changing the bed depth by trans
ferring bed material at a high rate to and from a storage 
system. This procedure exposes some of the steam 
generating tubes to conditions above the bed surface and 
hence to a lower heat flux. The exposed tubes also cool 
the gases and hence reduce the gas turbine· power output. 

The system used to chang,e bed level on the· Leatherhead 
combustor is shown in Fig. B. The rate of solids transfer 
was controlled by a combination of conveying gas flows and 
pressure differential between the tvlO ves~·els. In the course 
of the investigation bed depth was changed many times between 
about 9 ft and 4 ft at rates varying between 0.2 ft/min and 
0.5 ft/min. On some occasions the bed temperature and 
pressure were also changed simultaneously ·in a controlled 
manner. Although there were consequent changes in gas 
composition (CO, ·o 2 , so 2 , NO ) , these did not cause any 
operational problems and 1t !s concluded that changing bed 
depth is a method of changing load which can be considered 
for full.-scale plant. Load changing down to at least 25% 
should be possible. 

Operation at part-load steady-state con61tions. The 
performance of the combustor was determined with a number 
of combinations of bed temperature and bed depth; mostly 
at a fluidising velocity of 4 ft/s, pressure of 6 atm and 
excess air of 50%. Glen Brook (Ohio) coal was used. 

As might be expected, performance deteriorated as load was 
reduced. The part-load performance of a PFBC in a 
commercial pla.rrt would depend on details of the design, 
such as gas turb~ne characteristics and steam conditions 
(the latter having an influence on bed depth); but the · 
following comments are intended as a guide. When a 
specific commercial or demonstration plant is designed, 
with specific load following characteristics, it would be 
advisable to reproduce the exact conditions on the ·Leathelrhead 
rig. 



1. Air inlet 
2. Air distributor 
3. Gas offtake 
4. Air to heat exchanger 
5. Wall coal feed nozzle 
6. Bed offtake hopper 
7. Start-up combustion chamber 
8. Cooling water inlet or outlet 
9. Tube bank 

10. Bed and gas sampling probe 
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SECT.ION A-A 

-Fig. A. Arrangement of fluid bed combustor MK.VIII 
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,( 1. High temperature 
Kamyr valve ____ l=::;::;::;::;::;::;::;::;f-
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4. Fluidising distributor 
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6. Preheater 
7. Gas offtake 
8. Quench water 
9. Venturi scrubber 
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Fig. B. Arrangement of bed transfer system 
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Combustion: Combustion efficiency was typically 99% at 
"full load" conditions of 9 ft bed depth and 1650°F beg· 
temperature, falling to 95% at 4 ft bed depth and 1390 F 
bed temperature. Part of this loss of efficiency was due 
to the suppression of combustion above the bed because the 
gas was cooled by the exposed cooling tubes. There was no 
significant freeboard combustion at full load. Even though 
the minimum bed depth on a commercial plant might not be 
as low as 4 ft, it seems that some remedy such as recycle 
may be necessary if prolonged operation at part load is 
planned • 

. Su Zphur emissions: sulphur retention· fell from about 95% 
at full-·J..oad.(Ca/S ratio of 1. 7, gas residence time in the 
bed of 2.3 seconds) to about 80%. at conditions of low bed 
temperature and low bed depth (i.e. low gas residence times). 
The adverse effect of bed temperature may have been partly 
due to the fact that at low temperatures the CaC0 3 component 
of the dolomite was only partially calcined and even the 
calcination of MgC0 3 (and hence the generation of porosity) 
may have been incomplete. 

Emissions of S0 3 Cmer:~sur&d during one t.est only) were 
generally less than 4 ppm (v/v) with occasional higher 
values ( 8 to 15 ppm).. It was not possible from the data 
to say whether load had any effe~t. Although these levels 
of so3 emissions are probably not a factor having a significant 
effect on "back-end" corrosion, more measurements need to be 
made. ·. 

\ 
NO emissions: at full load, NO emission was about 0.32 
lb7lo6 Btu, which agrees with da~a obtained elsewhere at about 
50% excess air. There was a ·tendency for NOx emissions to 
increase (up to 0.5 lb/106 Btu) as the temperature was 
reduced. 

AZkaZi emissions: the measured vapour concentrations in the 
exhaust gases were about 1 ppm (w/w) of Na and 1.3 ppm of K. 
Measurements showed a large scatter (about ±0.5)· and no 
effect of bed temperature could be detected. 

Heat transfer: particular attention was paid to measuring 
the heat transfer to tubes in the "splash zone" at the surface 
of ·the bed. In general, heat transfer coefficients 
decreased exponentially by 65% over a distance of 2 ft above 
the bed surface. 
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Response rate characteristics: the time constants of the 
system were measured at different operating conditions by 
altering the coal feed rate sinusoidally at varying frequencies 
and amplitudes. Depending on the operating conditions, the 
time constants varied between 300 and 700 sec ~ on average 
about 30% longer than calculated values. 

Other information given in the report concerns operating with 
a single coal nozzle, measurements of gas and solids compos
itions at points within the bed, and the elutriation of solids 
from the bed. 

5 
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1. BACKGROOND 

This rep:>rt is ccncerned with the supercharged boiler catbinerl cycle. 
In such a cycle, illustrated in Fig. 1, hot gases fran the PFB are 
expanded, after cleaning, through a gas turbine. Steam generated and 
superheated in ttb es i.nnersed in the bed drives a steam twb ine. 

Although such a utility plant will be naninally base load ·plant, at 
least in the early part of its life, it will be required to operate 
for significant J;ericrls at part 'load and to be cb le · to acccmncxiate load 
changes of up to 3 or 4% pt=>.r minute. 

The prd::>lems of changing load in a carbined cycle are best discussed 
by descr.:ibing the stage-by- stage steps which are required. Details will 

· vary according to the particular g~ tumine, steam cmditicns, and PFBC 
canditicns being used, but the follcwing descr.ibes a {ililoso{ily for 
reducing load. 

·. ( 1) The first step is to reduce the bed te~rq;erature to a minimum 
operating value (one of the objectives of the tests rep:>rterl 
here is to determine what this minimum value might be; 
traditicnally it has been assl.IITed to be about 1380°F). This 
has the effect of reducing the gas twb ine .i.nlet tP.~aturc 
and heno:' the gao twL .i.ue pcwer output. Stearn output is also 
reducerl because the heat transfer to the td>es irmersed in the 
fluidised berl is. reduced. 

(2) To reduce the gas turbine output to its minirnuin it is necessary 
0 to reduce the turbine inlet te~rq;erature ccnsidercbly belcw 1380 F 

and this can be dcne to sane extent by by-passing sarre of the 
canpresserl air around the catbustor and so diluting the catbusticn 
prcrlucts. Hrnever in doing this, two limitatiOns mU.st be borne 
in mind: (i) the fluidismg velocity must not decrease too much, 
othe:r.wise segregaticn could occur in the bed; and (ii) the excess 
air must not. fall belrn sane minimum value. With rrost gas 
turbines the first .liroitaticn dces not nonnally arise. Although 
single-shaft and multi-shaft gas turbines have vastly. different 
part-load characteristics, both types operate with a volurretric 
flrn from the fluidised bed which is approx.i.nately ccnstant or 
actually increases with reducing -load. 

The seccnd limitaticn may apply because of the relatively inflexible 
nature of the arrount of heat transferrerl to the steam circuit. 
Olce a minimum bed temperature of, say, 1380°F has been reached, 
heat flux to the steam circuit remains constant as the mass fla-l 
through the bed is further rerlucerl. As a ccnsequence the excess 
air tends to decreas~ as load is reduced by air bypass. This is 

6 
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particularly significant in multishaft gas turbines where there 
is a much greater variaticn in carpressor flON with load. 

(3) The gas turbine output at full load can be. expected to be about 
2o-30% of the total plant output, depending on the excess air. 
Thus, even if the gas turbine could be operated over a load range 
of 100% to zero by rreans of (1) and (2) above (which is nnlikely), 
the steam turbine output would need to change over a range of 100% 
to 30% in order to produce a total oq.tput varying over a 4: 1 range. 
Because the heat flux is mainly dependent en the t:errperature 
differential and not an pressure or fluidising velocity, the :Bange 
in heat flux between rraxinrum (1560 to 1650°F) and minimum (1380 F) 
bed temperature is only fran 100% to about 70% in the evaporator 
section (where the water/steam tenperature is of the order of 670°F) 
and 100% to about 65% in the superheater section. 

( 4) A stage is nON reached where the fluidised bed is operating at its 
minimum tenperature but neither the gas turbine nor, more irrportantly, 
the steam turbine is producing minimum J;XJWer. The load at this · 
point is probably not less than 60% of the full load and I11USt be 
reduced further by one of three routes:-

(a) by sl'l.liTq;>ing part of the bed and thus reducing the heat flux 
to those steam generating tubes in the slunped part. Although 
this rrethod is used in atmospheric fluidised beds, there is no 
experience of sl'l.liTq;>ing the deep beOs which exist in PFBC. 

(b) by m:rlularising the system and arranging a number of gas 
turbines in canjnncticn with each steam turbine, and having 
perhaps two fluidised beds per gas turbine. lDad is then 
reduced by shutting down m:rlules. BOth (a) and particularly 
(b), require ccrcplex valving arrangenents and result in step 
changes in load. To produce a continuous reduction in load 
requires a reducticn (step change) in cne part of the system 
and a slight increase in the remainder. 

(c) by altering the depth of the bed in the cx:xnbustor and trans
ferring bed matericil. at a high rate to a storage system. 
This exposes sare of the steam generating tubes to conditions 
above the bed surface and hence to a lONer heat flux. The 
exposed tubes also cool the gases leaving the freeboard and 
hence reduce the gas turbine power output. The rrethod is 
capable, in principle, of producing a ccntinuous reduction 
in load. Until the present investigations, no experi.Irental 
work has been nndertakeri, although the rrethod was first 
proposed ten years ago. 

8 
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An increase in load is prcx:luced by reversing the steps above. 

To surnnarise, a PFBC will be required to operate over a wide range 
of bed terci>erature and bed depth (if the latter is used as a neans 
of load variation). If the gas tumine is a multi-shaft machine 
there will also be a large variation in pressure. 

9 
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2. CEJECI'IVES OF 'lEST PROGRAMME 

It will be apparent fran the previouS section that operation at 
steady-state (l:;>ut at part load) is essentially operation at low 
bed temperature, low pressure, possibly low fluidising velocity, 
and (if varying bed depth is u5ed as a neans of varying load) low 
bed depths. Changing load at, say 3 to 4% per minute (a no:mal 
utility requirerrent) involves high rates of change of these 
pararreters. · 

The main objectives of the test programre were:-

( 1) To operate the canbustor at a ntmtber of steady-state 
combinations of bed ~ature, bed level and fluidising 
velocity and obtain perfonnarice data ( canbustion efficiency, 
sulphur retention, NO emissions,_ elutriatian data, heat 
transfer data - parti~ularly heat transfer in- the splash 
zane). 

(2) To install a system ·for rapidly changing bed depth and to 
demonstrate that this system is teclmically suitable a..c; 
a neans for c;:hanginiJ load. Pcuticular attention to be 
Paid to chailges in gas canposi tim (CO, so2 , NO ) Whilst 
carrying out these changes. x. 

(3) To carry out frequency resPonse investigations at sorre of 
the steady-state conditions in order ·to evaluate tirre 
constants. 

Subsidiary objectives of the test prograrnne were:-

(1) To study the in-bed variations in gas composition and solids 
ccxnposi tian across a traverse line. 

(2) To obtain perfomance data when operating at simulated full 
load with one coal nozzle in use. As well as providing 
infoma.tian in its ONn right (i.e. to miriimise the nUmber 
of coal feed points in a large plant), this was to serve as 
a datum far tests in a future prograrnne when attempts are 
to be made to burn 1 run-of-mine 1 coal injected at a single 
point. 

Operating conditions which remained nominally constant for rrost of 
the programrre were:-

10 
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3. SCOPE OF REPORT 

The programme of three tests was carried out over the period 
June to November 1980. Details of these tests, together with 
the results obtained were given in Reports No. DE-14129-2, 4 
and 5 - with minimal comment. It is the purpose of this report 
to assess the results from the programme and to present a general 
view of their impact on load changing in PFBC. 

The results are discussed under four main headings:-

(i) the behavior of the system for ch~nging bed depth. 

(ii) the performance of the combustor at a.number of steady
state combinations of bed temp~rature, bed depth and 
fl.uidfsing velocity (simulating part-ioad). 

(iii) heat transfer measurement to tuQes immersed in the bed 
and in the splash zone. 

(iv) frequency response measurements consequent upon changes 
in fuel feed rate, at a number of operating conditions. 

The opportunity has a 1 so been take!') of presenti.ng some genera 1 
correlations for predicting combustion efficiency and elutriation, 
based on results obtained at Leatherhead over the last few years. 
The conditions exam1ned in the 1980 programme were sufficiently 
varied to support the validity of these correlations. 

Fluidising velocity 
Excess air 
Pressure 

4 ft/s 
50% 
6 atmospheres absolute 

Fluidising velocity and excess air were chosen as being typical of 
projected commercial desiqns. The pressure .is the maximum at 
which the. Leatherhead pla~t operates, but ~t also ha~pens to 
approximate to thP. pressure by many gas turbines at low 
load. 

The coal used was Glen Brook, a medium swelling Ohio coal. Two 
dolomites were used:- Plum Run from Ohio and. a U.K. dolomite. 

11 
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4. DESCRIPI'IOO OF THE FACILITY 

4.1 THE CCM3US'roR 

The e<::nft::>ustor was generally as shown in Fig. 2. It ccnsisted of 
a refractory-lined steel vessel of rectangular cross secticn hanging 
within a 6 ft diarreter pressure shell. The refractory-lined vessel 
- the combustor - had intemal dinensions of 3 ft x 2 ft and was 
closed at its lower end by the distributor plate. The walls were 
faced with a layer of hard refractory backed by a layer· of insulating 
material. Total refractory thickness was 3 inches in the bed space 
and 2. 5 inches in the freeboard space. Air for fluidisatian and 
cambusticn entered through the dare of the pressure shell, flaYed 
down between the carbusticn chamber and the pressure shell and 
then upNa.rd through the distributor plate. .The hot products of 
cambusticn left via a refractory-lined pipe which passed through 
the top closure plate of the dare. Cooling was provided by a 
number of tubes in the lower 8 ft secticn of the cambustor. 
Attached near to the base of the canbustor were two small gas-
fired burners which provided hot gas for initial heating of the 
bed and igni ticn of the propane during start-:-up. The total height 
of the canbustor was 16 ft. 

rlhe distributor plate is shown in Fig. 3. Air was discharged iil.to 
the bed through 59 nozzles arranged an a 3.5 inch square pitch and 
passing vertically upNards through two mild steel plates. Each 
·nozzle was made from 1 inch ISO pipe in Type 321 heat resisting 
steel, extending 2~ inches into the bed space and closed at the top. 
Air passed into the bed through ten holes of 0. 122 inch dianeter in 
each nozzle, arranged 1. 73 inches above the top plate. Since the 
bed material belaN the holes was un:fluidised, it acted as an insulating 
layer protecting the mild steel plate. Also, since fluidisatian 
started 1. 73 inches above the top plate, this level is defined as 
the base of the fluidised bed. Vertical dinensions within the 
cambusticn ch.arrber, such as thenoocouple or pressure tapping 
posi ticns are referred to this level. 

The space between the . two plates of the distributor served as a 
propane gas plenum and was divided into sections linked by external 
piping to form four areas for selective distribqticn of propane 
during start-up. Propane entered each air nozzle through a sing:)..e 
hole. 

Coal entered the bed through two nozzles penetrating the side walls. 
The nozzles were constructed fran ~ inch NB Schedule 80 pipe in 
Type 310 heat resisting steel. The orientation of the nozzles is ~=>hown 

12 
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shattn in Fig. 3. For one of the steady-state conditions, a single 
coal nozzle was used. By using the doldnite nozzle as the new 
coal nozzle and feeding the dolomite through the nearest coal 
nozzle, the change-over fran two coal nozzles to one was nade 
without shutting dCJNil the plant (a single nozzle coal feed required 
a larger: pi:r;e fran the coal feeder). 

A 1. 5 inch diaireter hole in the distributor plate, leading via a 
heat resisting steel hopper through the pressure casing to external 
high temperature valves, alla.ved the renoval of bed naterial during 
operation. The removal system is shown in Fig. 4. Material was 
IroVed in dense phase transport fran the cCxnbustor to a seal vessel 
with a pressure differential of about 50 psig. The level in the 
seal vessel was naint.ained by ernptyi.ilg the' 'latter into the batch 
conveyor vessel, using a pulsed air conveying ·supply. lhder these 
conditions naterial could be reiroVed fran the canbustor continuously 
at a rate of up to 200 lb/h. A sensitive control on the rate of flc:M, 
and therefore an the bed level in the combustor, was obtained by 
varying the frequency of the pulses in the conveying air supply. 
Periodically the isolating valves belc:M the canbustor were shut and 
naterial in the batch conveyor emptied into a bag filter mit for 
weighing. A snall air-cooled recuperative heat exchanger was 
installed in the dense phase stream below the combustor. This 
cooled the bed naterial to an ~t that the pipe rretal tenperature 
at the cooler outlet was about 500 F. 

The canbustor was equipped with two natural gas-fired burners for 
initial bed heating. These burners also acted as a source of 
igni tian for propane vapour, supplied via the air tubes, which 
augm:mted El!_e heat output. fran the burners once a bed ~rature 
of 39Q-480 F had been reached. The burners consisted of a 
proprieto:ry air/natural gas burner, CO£i.llete with flaxre failure 
control, which· fired into a snall refractory-lined cambusticn 
chamber into which diluti~ air was added to reduce the gas 
tenperature to about 1650 F. Each burner had a ndninal maximum 
heat input of 0. 2 x 106 Btu/h and the canbustian gases were emitted 
into the bed through a 4 inch diarreter hole in the walls of the nain 
canbustor. These. holes were sited appraxi.rrately 7 inches above the 
base of the fluid.ised bed. 

Contained within the bed space was a total of 178 ft2 of water
cooled heat transfer surface arranged as horizontal tubes on a 
triangular pitch space 3.5 inch horizontally and 3.0 inch vertically. 
The tubes were 1. 25 inch outside dia!T!=ter and were constructed fran 
type 310 heat'""'r~tsisting steel. Within the tube bank, the tubes 
occupied about 12% of the bed volurre. 'Ihey w:re arranged in 28 
rc:Ms each (except row 16) containing a hairpin arrangerrent as shown 
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in Fig. 5 with alternate rCMS penetrating opposite walls. ReM 16 
had only 8 passes. The bottan 6 rows were piped up as individual 
four and six-pass circuits and rCMS 7 - 28 were joined external to 
the canbustian chamber to fonn single 10 pass mits. EaCh circuit 
was provided with an inlet isolation valve, outlet m:mual flCM 
control valve, variable area flCM rreter, and a the:rroocouple so that 
individual heat transfer rreasurements could be nade. 

4. 2 ECU!PMEN'I'· FOR CHANGING BED LEVEL 

For changing bed level, a storage vessel was asse:rrbled alcngside the 
combustor pressure shell as shCMn in Fig. 6. A 3 inch dianeter heat 
resisting netal tube was camected to the centre of the distributor 
plate using a gland and bellc:Ms asse:rrbly as shCMn ·in Fig. 3. The 
tube was surromded by a water-:eooled coil and the bellCMS and gland 
were purged with a small flc:M of nitrog~. BelCM this was a high 
t:enperature Karnyr ball valve leading through the bot tan closure 
flange of the pressure vessel to an 8 inch diarreter transfer leg, 
refractory-lined dCMn to 3 inch intemal dianeter. This transfer line 
was fitted with conveying gas nozzles (items 2 of Fig. 6) at each chancje 
of direction and .with "aeration" (N2 ) taps (items 3) to'maintain 
solids novement. 

The transfer line tenninated at the 4 ft dianeter storage vessel. which 
was lined with 5~ inches of a nedium duty refractory. The vessel was 
fitted with a rrovable riser tube (item 5) and an· additicnal transport 
gas supply (item 4) to assist entry of solids into the storage vessel. 
When transferring solids fran the bed to the storage vessel, the riser 
tube was in its lowest posi ticn so that solids flc:Med out of the top 
of the riser into' the vessel. When transferring solids fran storage 
into the bed the riser was lifted by a :r;neurnat.ic cylinder sa that solids 
could flCM directly into the transfer leg. The disiXJSition of the 
storage vessel in relation to the canbustor bed was dictated by lack 
of headroan belc:w the canbustor. .M:::>re noncal practice would be to 
place the storage vessel belc:w the canbustor or as a pannier alcngside 
it in the sane pressure vessel. The storage vessel was suspended 
from variable spring supports to allCM for expansicn. It was also 
fitted with an oil-fired bume:t· (item 6) for pJ:'E'>heating the refractory 
and also with a gas washing and pressure control system, ( i terns 8 and 
9), similar to that on the nain plant, to d:tspoe of the spent 
conveying gas. 

The system was operated using a canl;>ination of pressure differential 
and ccnveying gas flCMS to control the rate of solids transfer. 
When transferring bed to storage, the system was usually operated 
by setting a differential pressure between the canbustor and storage 
vessel at the start of a transfer, and (because the transfer leg was 
full of relatively cold material) a high flCM of conveying gas was 
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required to initiate solids rroverrent. The flCM rate of solids 
generally increased as the material in the transfer leg heated up 
and began to entrain canbustien gases. fran the combustor. cnce 
a high transfer rate had been established, the conveying gas flCMs 
could be censiderably reduced without affecting the flCM rate providing 
the differential pressure was above about 3 psi. The differential 
pressure was then the main ccntrolling factor although the additienal 
gas (N2 ) added at the bot tan of the riser tube was essential to 
maintain transfer. At differential pressures belCM about 3 psi, 
the solids did not entrain cari::>ustien gases, and conveying gas was 
necessary for transport and. could be used to control the rate. 

The transfer rates achieved varied between 1500 lb/h at a differential 
of 3~ psi and 13CXX> lb/h at a differential of 4~ psi. There was 
always a minimum flCM en the ccnveying air nozzles and aeratien taps 
to prevent their becaning blocked by solids. The total flCMS of 
these gases gave a superficial gas velocity at the end of the transfer 
leg of. about 3 ft/s (i.e. excluding any gases entrained fran the 
canbustor). 

Transfer fran storage to the combustor was· a very steady operatien 
with rates varying between 2500 lb/h at a differential pressure of 
2~ psi and lSCXX> lb/h at a differential of 5 psi. The only ccnveying 
gas flCM was the vertical jet at the bottan of the final vertical pipe 
to the ccrnbustor. '!'he quantity of this gas had a rrore marked effect 
en the solids flCM in this directicn. At the higher values of 
differential pressure a wide range of control was obtainable. At 
lCM differential pressures the rate at which solids could fall down 
the inclined pipe was ccntrolling. 

4. 3 .SOLIDS FEED SYSTEMS 

A flCM diagram of the coal feed system is show.n in Fig. 7. Coal 
prepared by an extemal contractor was loaded fran tankers into the 
storage silos. Fran there it was fed via a screen to a dense phase 
p1eumatic cenveyor which fed into the storage vessel. · This and the 
feed vessel were :rocnmted en load cells and had a capacity of 6<XX> lb 
each. Coal left the feed vessel through two outlets each having a 
rotacy valve, acting as a netering aevice, to regulate the flCM into 
the canveying lines. The speed of the rotary valves could be varied 
by either local manual control or remotely by the output fran the 
carbustor bed temperature controller. The feed vessel was pressurised 
with nitrogen intrcxluced just above each coal exit point and this 
pressure was cantrolled by a vent valve operating in conjmction 
with an autatatic differential pressure centroller. This maintained 
the feed vessel pressure at a ocnstant level of about 5 psig above that 
of the combustor. · 
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'!he dolani.te feed system (Fig. 8) was sirnilqr to the coal feed 
system and inco:qx>rated a single rotacy valve supplying a separate 
feed nozzle. '!he feeder had a capacity of about 700 lb. 

4. 4 . THE GAS CLEAN~· UP SYSTEM 

Hot gas cleanmg was provided by a single cyclone which is shCMil 
schema.tically in Fig. 9. It was fabricated fran Type 310 heat 
resisting steel and was housed: in a 4 •· 5 ft diarreter pressure 
vessel located adjacent to the canbustor. The pressure romd 
the cyclone was equalised with :the cyclone inlet pressure and thus 
the cyclcne wall had only to withstand a small pressure differential. 
To reduce heat loss to a minimUm, the space romd the cyclcrie wa5 
loose-filled with exPanded mica insulation. 

The cyclone ash renoval system :is shCMil in Fig. 10. It consisted 
of a lock hopper system with a~bag filter far final .dust collection. 
Under no:rnal operation the isolation valve separating hopper 'A' 
from hopt:er 'B' was open and dust collected in hopper 'B'. To 
discharge ash this-valve was shut and the hopper 'B' vented through 
the collection binjbag filter. · The hopper. 'R'· discharge valve was then 
opened and the·:·dust blown .. iilto .the colleCtion bin. The bin discha.:t-ged 
into a ilium in Which each discharge .could be v..·eighed thus. allowing the 
cyclone performance to be checked ·~eriod,ically. ~·men.· discharging 
was canplete lv:>pper .'B' was repressurised with nitrogen to just below 
the hopper . ! A' pressure and. the iso~ation valve wa!? opened. 

To protect the canbustor pressure control valve fran erosive dust 
and excessive temperature the gases leaving the cyclone were first 
cooled directly with a water spray to saturation point and then 
cleaned in a sta:i.illess steel venturi scrubber. Water was renoved 
from the gas in a cyclone and the gas left through the pressure 
control valVe. To prevent acid corrosion in the wet pipe work 
and water cyclone, the Ffi of the water was 6antrol1Erl by the 
addition of arnrron.ia introduced at the venturi scrubber. 

4. 5 INSTRUMENTATION AND CXJNTROL SYSTEM 

A fl<M sheet/instrurcentation diagram is shCMil in Fig. 11. Te.rrp
eratures were m:asu:red using Type K mineral insulated ·therrrocouples 
in association with chart ~orders or the data logging system. 
Pressures and pressure differences were rreasured using standard 
process type pneumatic transmitters and chart recorders. Where 
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it. was required to data-log sueh signals they were converted to an 
electrical signal using strain-gauge type pressure transduCers. 
Fluid flows were generally measured by orifice plates in conjunction 
with pneurratic transmitters and .chart recorders. Again, these 
measurements were converted for data logging where required. All 
orifice plates <X.lilfonred to British Standard 1042. Other flavs, 
particul~ly the cooling water, were rreasured with variable area 
treters. Solids flavs (coal and dolomite) were detennined by · 
changes in the respective load cell outputs with ti.rre. 

The prinary autana.tic controllers rraintained canbustor pressure, 
terrperature and air input.. The fluidising air leaving the 
c<::xrpressed air receiver underwent two stages of pressure 
reduction: the first to provide a constqnt pressure supply and 
the second to provide flav control. Canbustor casing pressure 
was maintained by m::xlulation of the pressure let-dCMn valve at the 
wet cyclone exhaust. Bed t.errperature was Controlled by variation 
of coal rotary valve speed. 

Secondary autana.tic controllers were used to control the differential 
pressure between canbustor and 

{i) coal feed vessel 
(ii) dolomite feed vessel. 

Dolomite feed was controlled nanually by varying the rotary valve 
speed. · · 

4. 6 C.J\8 AND SOLIDS SAr.PLlliG. 

The gas sanpling system is shCMn in Fig. 12. Gas was soup led fran 
two points within the plant: the freeboard and the gas outlet fran 
the cyclone (all the data analyses were based on the latter sanple) . 

. Each stream was treated in a similar rnarmer. It first passed 
through a prinary ceramic fibre filter. MJst of the flav· was then 
vented directly to atm::>sphere and the remainder passed through a 
sintered metal filter follaved by another ceramic fibre filter. 
The sanple was dried in a Perna Pure penreation distillation dryer 
and delivered to a :range of analysis instrurrents. The three stages 
of filtraticn minimised the possibility of contamiliatian of the ~.fer. 
The constituents treasured, and the detection methcrls us~ were as 
follows:- · 

(a) Oxygen -.Paramagnetic 
(b) Carbon dioxide · - Infra-:-red 
(c) Sulphur dioxide - Infra-red 
(d) Carbon m:noxide - Infra-red 
(e) Oxides of nitrogen - Chemiluminescene 
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Dust carried in · the exhaust gases fran the cyclone was sampled 
using a technique developed at NCB CURL and sh<:Mn schematically 
in Fig. 13. Cas v1as \'l!ithdrawn isokinetically through a shal:p 
edged nozzle fran the centre of the cyclarie discharge duct, three 
duct dianeters dCMn.stream from a half-area mixing baffle, cooled 
to (and maintained at) about 480°F and passed through a small 
cyclone and back-up filter. The gas was then cooled, dried and 
the flow rreasured by a variable area rreter before being discharged 
to at:Irosphere. 

Coal .was sampled fran the feed vessel offtakes (above the rotary 
valves) once eve:ry hour and bulked into a single sample over the 
:period of a Test Section. Dolanite was 'sampled in a similar 
manner. 

A gas/solids sampling probe (Fig'. 14) was capable of traversing 
the fluid-bed between the wall and the vertical centre line, 
horizcntally ·at a level approxirrately half-way up the tube bank. 
Traversing was achieved with a m3nually-.j;x:>wered chain drive. To 
avoid the problems associated with sliding seals, the prdJe was 
arranged to retract into an ancilla:ry horizontal pressure vessel 
attached to the cc:xnbustor pressure shell. <nee the probe was in the 
fully retracted position, the ancilla:ry pressure vessel could be 
isolated from the canbustor and, after depressurisation, access to 
the probe inserts was possible. Separate probe inserts were used 
for sampling bed solids and for sampling gases. Th,e fonrer insert 
was an tmcooled tube, whilst the latter was steam cooled. For 
sampling solids, the· prcbe was advanced to the chosen insertion 
into the bed, using a hi trogen purge to keep the probe free of 
solids. Then, by adjustment of differential pressure the bed 
solidS 'Were all<Med to collect in the bore of the probe insert. 
A cerarni r. fibre filter in the probe head was provided to prevent 
solids from ente:tirig the depressurlsing piping. The p:i:obe was 
imrrediately retracted into the ancilla:ry pressure vessel to enable 
the bed sample to be recovered. In the gas sarripling node, ga5es 
frdm the fh.:ii.d-bed passed through a sintered stainless steel insert 
at ~ probe tip and a ceramic fibre filter in the prObe head. The 
filtered gases then· flowed through a flexible stainless steel hose 
within the pressUre shell, through the closure plate and then to the 
gas analysis :i.ilstrurrerits. 

'l'err'perature traverses were carried out by installing a Type K 
(chrarel/alurrel) stainless steel sheathed thel:IrocOuple in the solids 
sampling probe so that the jtmcticn was protruding 1 inch fran the 
nose of the probe. 
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'!he facility as a whole was equipped with alanns and interlocks 
to ensure safe o~ration. '!he major ones were as follows:-

(a) Ccrrbustor high terrperature alann cmd coal shut-off 

(b) Ctitbustor low terrperature alann 

(c) ecirbustor high pressure alann 

(d) Cpal-feedto-cambustor low differential pressure alann 
and coal feed shut off. 

'!he ooal feed, dolanite feed and cyclone ash rerroval systems also 
were fully interlocked to .. prevent unsafe operation. 

4. 8 DATA AC('UIS:;LTION. 

Data-logged infonnation was stored en punch tape for· subsequent 
feedi.rig into the canputer system via a site tenninal. '!he 
logging system could handle up to 100 temperature inputs and up 
to SO other voltage neasurements (e.g. converted pressures and 
flows). '!he logger nonnally .scanned all channels once every 
10 minutes but isolated .scans could be obtained at other tilres and 
used 1n ccnjuncticn with the canputer to provide irmediate and 
carprehensive status reports. A micro canputer, located en site, 
was linked to selected data points and provided a continuous visual 
display of ilrq;x:>rtant pararreters such as air flar.r, canbustor pressure 
and temperature, fluidising velocity, ooal feed rate and dolanite 
feed rate. 
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5. COAL AND OOLCMI:'l'E DErAILS 

The coal used throughout the progranne was Chio Glen Brook coal 
having the following general analysis:-

Table 1. Average analysis of Glen Brook coal 

1-bisture 
Ash 

"as fired" 
II 

" 
" 
II. 

Volatile matter 
Sul:r;hur 
Chlorine. 
SWelling Number (British Standard) 

Size distributicn:

% <3.35 nm 
<1. 7 nm 
<0.25 nm 
<0.063 nm 

100· 
80-90 
20-30 
7-11 

..., 3% 
- 11-:-16% 
- 34% 
- 2.8-3.6% 
- :ot.08%. 
- 5-7 

'!he coal was fran the same shiprent a5 that used in the recent 
lCXX> hour test (IEIXJrts FE-3121-15a, b, c, ·d) and showed a similar 
variation in ash and sulphur contents. 

There were · sufficient supplies of Pltim Run dolcmite (Chio) for· 
only the first test, and the remaining two tests were carried out 
using a U.K. dolanite - Steetly, fran the Whitwell quarry. Analyses 
of the two dolcmi tes are giVen in Table 2. 

Table 2. Analyses of dolcmi tcs 

Plum Run 

1-t>isture 
caco3 
M:JCO:~ 
~ities 

Size ·distribution:

% <3.35 nm 
<1.7 nm 
<0.25 nm 
<0.063 nm 

0.0% 
52.3% 
43.4% 

4.2% 

100 
69 

1 
0.3 

Steetly 

0.2% 
50.4% 
42.6% 

6.8% 

100 
90-95 
40-47 

12 

It will be seen that there was a major difference bet.ween the size 
distributicns of the two stmes. 
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6. RESULTS 

, 6 .• 1 :pERFo:mwm. :PJURING TRANSIEN!'. CCNDIT-IONS ·· 

~ bed depth was changed 35. tilres in all, generally between about 
9 ft and about 4 ft. Twenty occasions were concerned with 
ccmnissioning the system and with lCMering the bed rapidly in order 
to test the high temperature~ isolating valve. Ch the remaining 
1:ifteen occasions. the ·gas carposition was m:nitored' and results are 
l?urrmarised in Table 3. As with all the part-load investigations 
in this prograrrrie, only· part of the tube bank was water-cooled, the 
remainder operating at bed temPerature. It was possible, by :.· 
admitting or shutting off water to different cooling tubes, to 
arrange' for the amount of cooled surface to be varied and for it 
to be in different parts of. the bed. 'lbree nain configurations 
were utilised as shCMil in Fig. 15. The total arrount of cooled 
surface was such that, with the tube bank fully covered the expess 
air was approximately 50%. This meant that the arrount of cooled 
surface was greater when operating at low bed te:lnferatures. .In· 
configuration (a) the cooled surface was all belCM. the 4 ft level 
so that as the bed depth was lavered only uncooled tubes were 
exposed. The excess air was therefore approximately the sane at 
the end of the change. In configuration (b) the cooled. surface 
-w.:1o ru."l:&li:Jt:!d to be· eVen.ly distributed throughout the bed height so 
that as the bed level was lc:Mered, sare cooled tubes were exposed 
and the excess air increased. In configuration (c) the cooled 
surface was arranged to re all in the top part of the tube bank so 
that as the bed level was lc:mered all the cooled tubes were eventually 
exPosed and the excess air increased rrore than in (b) • 

The follc:Ming points are relevant in interpreting Table 3, which is 
concemed only with: configurations (b) and (c) • 

(1) When increasing bed depth with the bed te:!nferat.ure in autariatic 
control, there was an increase in coal feed rate to ~ate 
for the influx of cooler bed material and also to ccxnp:msate 
as rrore cooled surface was :imnersed in the bed. This · 
produced an overall ·reduction in excess air. The Oi 
concentration went through a "trough" if the bed level was 
changed at a high rate - 0.4 ftjmin or higher. At rates of 
change less than 0.2 ft;IDin, hcwever·, the autaratic control 
loop maintained a :filatched increase in coal feed rate and there 
was a steady reduction in 0 2 concentration, with no "troughs". 

(2) \'Jhen reducing bed depth with the bed temperature in. autaratic 
central, there was a steady increase in excess air as cooled 
surface becane exposed to freeboard conditions. 
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Table 3. · SI.Jmary of changes during transient operation 

Date Time Bed level Rate of Bed Heat** Change in 
change ~e ~· Transfer oi <D 

ft ft/min Systan WI\ 

10/29 1159 3.3 + 9.2 0.54 1400 (b) 11.5+ 4 +8.3 2500+140 

10/29 1045 5.·6 + 9.5 0.2 1400 (b) 9.8+ 7.5 600+160 

10/29 1124 9.2 + 3.7 0.5 1400 (b) 7.5+11.5 160+2500 

10/28 1657 5 + 9.5 0.2 1650 (b) 7.5+ 2.5+7.3 

10/29 1436 4.9 + 9.7 0.2 1650 (b) 9 + 5.8+6.8 20+ 30+20 

10/29 1612 4.4 +10 0.35 1650 (b) 10 + 5 +7 20+ 40+15 

10/29 1344 9.6 + 4.6 0.25 1650 (b) 6.5+ 9.3 5+ 5 

10/29 1549 ·9.8 + 4.1 0.48 1650 (b) 7 +10 20+ 20 

10/29 1912 5.0 + 9.8 0.42 1650 (c) 12 + 5.5+7.3 10+ 30+ 5 

10/29 2231 4.6 + 9.4 0.27 1650 (c) 11.3+ 6.3+7.5 5+ 30+ 5 

10/30 0046 4.5 + 9.3 0.44 1650 (c) 11.8-t 4 ~7.5 5+ 30+ 5 

10/29 2119 9.5 .... 4.5 0.31 1650 (c) 7.5+11.5 20+ 30+10 

10/29 2332 9.7 + 4.3 0.45 1650 (c) 6.3+12 5+ 10 

10/29 1746 4.7 + 9.5 0.18 1430+1640~ (b) 3.1+ 5 230+350+10 

10/29 1707 9.7 + 4.8 0.29 1640+1470~ (b) 7 +13.8+8.3 5+200 

* Pressure was changed fran 35,psig (at 4.7 ft) to 75 psig (at 9.5 ft) and vice-versa whilst 
bed depth and tanperature were changing. . 

** See Fig.l5 for arrangement of cooling surface. 

rox ~ 
ppn ppn 

- 420+520+320 

200+250 330+390+300 

250+120 4<X>+460 

180+ 90+170 350+550+330 

210+200 230+270+170 
210+180+210 270+370+140 

190+200 200+390+290 

200+210 170+390+280 

220+160+230 140+270+100 

210+220 180+290 

210+175+220 160+370+150 

230+200 170+380+200 

220+180 180+350+190 

220+180+220 250+400+610 

210+230+220 140+260 
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Ch two occasions bed temperature (at an overall rate of about 
10°F min) and pressure (at a rate of about 2 psijmin) were 
altered simultaneously with bed depth. The pressure was 
changed by locking the pressure reducing valve in position 
and altering the set point for air flow at the sane ti.ne 
as the set point en the terrperature controller, at one 
minute intervals. Fluidising velocity was rraintained 
approximately constant. This sequence of operatiens 
simulated, as nearly as possible in the absence of a gas 

·turbine, load changing in a canbined cycle plant. Although 
the absolute pressure level was lower than would occur in a 
gas turbine, the 2 to 1 change in pressure with load was 
similar to that which would occur with a two-shaft gas 
turbine. 

The data in Table 3 show that: 

(a) With 50% excess air as the datum, increasing.bed depth from 
· a minimum at 0. 4 to 0. 5 ftjmin did not reduce the excess air 
below about 12%. This minimum excess air existed for only 
a few minutes and caused a minor excursien in CO if the bed 
temperature was high, a m:xrentary reduction in NO emissien 
and a m:xrentary increase in so2 emissien. x 

(b) At a bed terrperature of 14CXPF, decreasing the bed depth 
resulted in CO emissien increasing from 140 ppn (v/v) ·at 9 ft 
bed depth to 2500 ppn at 3.8 ft bed depth as sho.vn in Fig. 16. 

(c) At 1650°F bed temperature, .the CO emissien was about 10 ppn 
and varied little with bed.depth. The relationship between 
gas canposi tien and bed terrperature is sunmarised in Fig. 17 
for a bed depth of 9. 5 ft and a constant arrount of bed cooling 
surface (i.e. excesl:> air decreased as temperature increased) • 
This shows that CO emission was strengly dependent en· bed 
temperature and not en 02 concentration (providing there was 
excess 0 2 available). NO emissions increased slightly as 
the bed temperature decrea&d. This coincided with an 
increase in 0 2 concentratien, but as is discussed m::>re fully 
in Sectien 6. 2. 3, it seems that temperature was the rrain 
influence. 

(d) Typical results obtained when changjng bed temperature, bed 
depth and pressure simultaneously are shown in Fig. 18. The 
initial starting point was a shallow bed of 4. 9 ft depth, lCM 
bed terrperature of 1440°F and pressure of 32 psig. As a 
result, the initial CO and so2 emiss.l,ens were high at 250 ppn 
and 220 pprt respe~i vely. . 
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As the air flav (and therefore the pressure), bed t:errq;erature 
and bed depth were increased, the coal feed rate had to increase 
by many ti.Ires. This increase was accanplished by a mixture 
of steady increases (to match increases in airflav and cooled 
bed rriaterial) and step increases (to match increases in bed 
t.em);:erature and in cooling load as water-cooled circuits were 
covered by the increasing bed depth) • 

The step changes produced rapid changes in ~ concentration in 
the flue gas. The excess air was 65% at the start of the load 
change and 50% at the end, passing through a minimum of 20% 
an the way. 

The initial increase in coal feed rate was sufficient to 
increase the CO and 802 emissions norrentarily to a peak of 
350 and 400 p:pn respectively. Thereafter, the effect of bed 
height was daninant in reducing the emissions to final values 
of 10 and 50 ppm respectively. The effect of further rapid 
increases in coal feed rate could still be detected by peaks in 
802 emissicn and troughs in 02 concentration. 

NO emissicn changed in sympathy with changes in 02 concentration, 
bu£ with no significant change in start-to-end conditions. At 
first sight this might be thought to be at variance with the 
experience in (c) above, but it must be rerrembered that in Fig. 18 
the increase in coal feed rate was very large and the NO 
emission in lb/106 Btu .was decreasing as the load increalfed. 

All the changes indicated in Fig. 18 were reproduced fran charts 
with the exception of the changing cooling load. Thus the rates 
of increase of bed height and pressure were reascnably steady, 
whilst the increase of cyclone inlet t.em);:erature was extrerrely 
steady. The . cooling load increased in a step-wise fashion as 
water-cooled circuits becarre i.rnrrersed in the bed. No attempt 
is made to shav this in Fig. 18, a straight line being drawn 
between the initial and final cooling loads. 

Conclusion: It has been demonstrated that load can be aZtered in 
a rapid and controUed manner by changing combinations of bed depth 
temperatw>~ and p1•esswoe. Al-though load changes caused some transients 
in gas composition., these were not sufficient to cause ope1·at·ionaZ 
difficulties. 

The most important practical change was the reduction in 02 concentration 
which occurred when the bed height was increased at a rapid rate. The 
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extra energy required to reheat the incoming bed material resulted 
(in the most extreme case) in a temporary drop in excess air from 
65% to 12%. In a full-scale plant the loss of heat from the 
stored bed material would be much lower and the excess air "trough" 
when increasing load would not be as pronounced. Nevertheless~ 

· it seems prudent to design full-scale plant for a "full load" 
excess air of not less than about 50% when using bed depth as a 
load control parameter. 

It was not practicable to cover all possible combinations of · 
variables in this series of tests. When a specific commercial (or 
demonstration) plant is designed~ with specific gas turbine and steam 
conditions (and therefore specific load-following conditions)~ it 
may be necessary to reproduce the exact part-load transients on the 
Leatherhead rig. 

6. 2 OPERATION .AT .S'I'EADY -:-STATE COND.IT'IQNS 

During the programme a number of test sections were carried out at 
different bed depths, bed ~atures, and with or without cooled 
surface in the freeboard*. These represented possible p:rrt-load 
q:erating conditions. Details and analyses for each of these test 
sections have already been reported in Docurrents Fe-14129-2, 4 and 
5, and will not be repeated here. The operating conditicns and 
scxre of the nain results are given in Table 4. 

6.2.1 Combustion 

A feature of part-load operation was that scxre canbustion took place 
in the freeboard, the extent of which increased as the bed t.errlferature 
and bed depth were reduced and which was inhibited when cooled coils 
were exposed in the freeboard. 

Canbustion in the freeboard. was noni tored by tenperatures rreasured 
at various positions in the canbustor. Thernocouples were inserted 
through the walls to a depth of 3 inches. M=asurements in the bed 
were probably reasonably accurate, but rreasurem:mts in the freeboard 
would have been subject to radiation errors. Nevertheless, it is 
believed that the measurements reflected the general :pattern of 
canbustion. 

Typical tenperature distributions are shcmn in Fig. 19 for what 
might be tented a maximum load ccnditicn of high bed teirtp:rrature and 
deep bed, and in Fig. 20 for a minimum load ccndition of lON bed 
terrperature and low bed depth with .scxre cooling in the freeboard. 

* "Freeboard is defined traditionally. as the space between the top 
of the bed surface and the gas exit. In these experiments, 
depending an the bed level and the arrangement of cooled surface, 
the freeboard could ccntain (a) no tube bank; (b) an uncooled 
tube bank or (c) a partially-cooled tube bank. 
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Table 4. SUI'lii'IIU}' of stead,y-state c.perating ci::nditicns and main results. 

Test/ Sectim '1/ 1 1/2 1/3 1/4. 2/1 2/2 3/1 3/2 3/3 

Duraticn h. 15 17 11 4 17 10 20 20 18 

Bed t.enperatw:e 'T ]460 1630 14<15 1635 1400 1400 1630 1385 1650 

F1uidising ve1cclty ft/s 3.7 3•9 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1 2.5 . 4.1 

inlet pressute psig 74.5 74.5 74.5 74.5 74.8 74.7 75.6 75.3 75.5 

Bed depth ft 4.1 8.8 8;7 9.1 5.8 6 4.3. 4.2 8.8 

Bed donsity lb/ft3 48 43 45 44 40 40 38 49 40 

Fl:eeboard cooling Nci - - - No Yeo Yes Yes -
Arrangemmt of cooling 

surface (Fig. l"S) (a) (b) (b) (b) (a) (b) (b) (b) (b) 

cantrustor exit tezrp. ~ 1510 1530 1375 1555 1460 1330 1i40 1155 1515 

Total air flew lb/h 9400 9260 10100 9360 10490 10000 9710 6530 9340 

coal feed rate lb/h 680 640 740 825 755. 730 635 455 600 

Do1anite feed rate lb/h 215 230 255 255 215 215 190 185 210 

ca;s m:>1 ratio 1.65 1.7 1.6 1.55 1.4 1.4 1.6 2.35 2.(1) 

Bed retentim lb/h 195 166 202 101 124 124 64 118 53 

E1utriaticn lb/h 93 95 129 151 2<:8 2<:8 201 121 177 
' Elccess air % 53 62 57 29 57 62 59 50 54 

Qls arialy-si:s ( c3ry, by vo1une) 
02 % 7.5 8.2 7.8 4.9 7.8 8.2 8.0 . 7.2 7.6 
co· 2 % 11.8 11.4 11~5 14.4 11.7 11.2 11.2 12.0 11.6 

co Pf!II - - - - 90 240 45 220 5 

so2 4 ppn 310 150 310 200 635 615 375 140 55 

NO ppn 
K 

160 170 230 170 190 210 2<1i 295 190 

so3 ppm 3 1.2 . 3.5 - - - - - -
Ccrri:rusticn efficiency % 97.8 99.0 96.7 97.8 97.1 95.8 96.0 95.3 99.0 

SUlphur retentim % 86 93~ 87 93 71 71~ 79 92 96~ 

Tilre cxnstant s - 700 - - 380 .- . 280 450 700 
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Fran distributions such as those shown in Figs. 19 and 20, canposi te · 
diagrams have been produced (Figs. 21 and 22) which show the 
variaticn in the freeboard terrp:rrature for each of the test 
canditicns. · 

It will be seen fran Figs. 21 and 22 that the terrp:rrature distributicn 
within the bed was substantially tmifonn (±20°F). Although this was 
not as tmifonn as the distribution obtained in the lCXX> hour progranne 
with the tapered bed, it still represents an isothermal reactor •. 

'!he temperature distribution in the freeboard depended very ~h on 
the o~ating ccnditicns. With a bed i:enJFerature of c. 1640 F and 
a bed depth of 9 ft, the freeboard temperature fell steadily with 
distance above the bed surface. At this condition it can be asstmed 
that there was very little, if any 6 ccrrbusticn in the freeboard. 
'!he drop in telr'lperature (about 100 F) was due to the heat losses 
through the cextbustor freeboard casings. This canditicn will be 

, referred to as the datum in the. following discussicn. 

Reducing the bed temperature to c .1400°F fran tt!_e datum 0educed 
1 the temperature drop in the freeboard fran 100 F to c.25 F and for 
three to four feet above the bed surface the t:errq;:erature was the 
sane as, or slightly exceeded, that in the bed, i.e. sate freeboard 
carbusticn was taking place. 

o· 
Reducing the bed t:errq;:erature to c.l400 F and the bed depth to 4 ft 
(with the exposed tubes in the freel:JOOrd being tmcooled} resulted 
in ~ubstantial freeboard ccrrbusticn with :peak ·~rature rising to 
170 F above the bed terrperature before declining slightly due to 
heat losses. Actually, this was not one of the ccnditicns 
listed in Table 1. '_ Attenpts to operate steadily at this condition 
were abandcned because of the dangers of canbustion in the cyclon~ 
and because it was apparent that at temperatures below about 1460 F 
a reduction in bed temperature was accanpanied by an increase in 
off-gas temperature (and vice versa} • This is a situation which 
would make ccntrol of gas turbine plant extrerrely difficult. 

Canbustion in the cycl~e actually occurred when the canbustor had 
been operating at 1400 F bed temperature and 5 ft deep bed for a '8ew 
hours. '!here was a riS: in temperature across the cyclone of 50 F 
instead.of the usual 10 F drop and this situation could be overcate 
cnly by increasing the bed depth to 6 ft. 

It was therefore ccncluded that mi.nimtun load ccnditions (at 4 ftjs, 
50% excess air, 6 bar) with no fr~d cooling would be 1400°F bed 
temperature. and 6 ft deep bed or 1460 F bed i:enJFerature and 4 ft 
deep bed. At both these ccndi ticns, the maximum freeboard temperature 
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was 50°F higher than the bed temperature. ~ was less Cx:inbustion 
in the freeboard at 1460°F/4 ft than at 1400 F/ 6 ft. 

Subsequently a· more systematic investigation into the relaticnship · 
between bed and freeboard. temperatures at a bed depth of 4 ft 
was carried out. The bed t:eln};:erature was lov.ered progressively 
over ·a :period of several hours. Excess air was maint,ained 
approximately constant by adjusting the arrount of in.;..bed cooling. 
The way in which the cyclcne inlet tenperature varied is shown in 
Fig. 23. 

With cooled tubes in the freeboard, canbusticn above the bed was 
suppressed. The drop in temperature through the freeboard depended 
en how nuch cooling surface was activated. Distributicns are 
shown in Fig. 22, but they are not canparable in the sane Wa.y that 
data in Fig. 21 are carparable, because different arrounts of 
cooled surface were used at each ccndi ticn. In the case of the 
4 ft deep beds, the cooled surface was adjusted to give a cyclcne 
inlet temperature of about 1150~ - a typical turbine inlet teintr 
erature at low load. 

Canbustion efficiency. The canbusticn efficiency at each ccndi ticn 
is given in Table 4. 'lbere was a relatively large variaticn in 
efficiency - fran 95% to 99% -but because of the number of variables 
involved, it is not easy to decipher any trends. The data have been 
rearranged in Table 5 below to help clarify the effect of the 
·different variables:-

Table 5. Effect of variables on canbustirn efficiency 

·-· 

Bed depth (Gas residence tine) Bed Freeboard Fr~board Ccinbustirn 
Terrp. cooling canbusticn efficien_gy_ 

Deep (2s} High None "No". 99.0 
Deep (2s) High None "No" 97.8* 

!J:M (1s) I1:::M None "Yes" 97.8 
I1:::M (l.So) · IDN None "Yes" 97.1 

Deep (2s) I1:::M None "No" 96.7 

I1:::M (1s) High Yes "No" 96.0 

I1:::M {1.5s) I1:::M Yes "No" 95.8 
I1:::M {1. 75s) I1:::M Yes "No" 95.3 

I 

* 25% excess air 
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In Table 5, the existence of freeboard <Xi'Cbustion is divided arbitrarily 
into "No" or "Yes" according to whether any terrperature in the free
board was lONer or higher than the bed terrperature. .Examiriaticn of 
Table 5 shows that the canbustion efficiency decreased as the gas 
residence tiire (alm:>st synonyrrous with bed depth in these tests) and 
bed t.errperature decreased - as might be expected. Suppressing 
canbustion in the freeboard also had a· significant effect en canbusticn 
efficiency •. 

The loss of canbusticn efficiency was due entirely to the elutriation 
of tmburnt carbon. carbon I'OC!loxide cancentraticns were about 5 ppn 
(v/v) at the datum c<nditions. Decreasing the bed depth to 4 ft, 
and suppressing freeboard canbusticn increased CO concentraticns to 
about 50 ppn. Operating at low bed terrperature, 1011 bed depth and 
also suppressing freeboard caribustirn increased the co emissicns to 
about 250 ppn. None of these CO crncentraticns has any significant 
effect on canbusticn efficiency. 

Rrpirical correlaticn for predicting canbustioh efficiency. OVer 
the last five or six years the Ieatherhead canbustors have been OJ;erated 
over a wide range of conditions of bed area, excess air, fluidising 
velocity, bed depth, bed terrperature, freeboard terrperature and coal 
type. An empirical correlaticn has been developed:-

A 
0•,. 

Where n ;;:: fractional canbusticn efficiency 

A = bed area per coal feed nozzle (ft2 ) 

~ = gas residence tiire in the bed (s) 

tf = gas residence ti.ne in the freeboard (s) 

X = fractional excess air 

Tb = bed tenp:!rablre (o.R) 

Tf = caTib\lStor exit telrperature (OR) 

R = a derived coal reactivity :factor 

It should be noted that the correlation contains no pressure term 
since all the data were generated at about. 6 atm:>spheres. There 
is also no tenn for coal feed size, although this is partly i.Irplicit 
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through the influence of fluidising velocity an ~ and because coal 
feed size is usually chosen to suit the velocity. 

The form of the correlation was based on sane 65 sets of data obtained 
using very similar US coals (Illinois No. 6, Illinois No. 5 and Glen 
Brook). This enabled the value of R to be derived. The fonn was 
then used to obtain values of R corresponding to six other fuels 
which have been tested in the I..eatherhead canbustors. Details are 
given in~ 1. 

The correlation is carpared with observed data in Fig. 24. ~st of 
the data are derived fxm work sponsored directly or indirectly by 
DClE: (and its predecessors) and are ipentified separately. Values 
of the pararceters used were A - 0. 785 ft2 (in a 12 inch dia ccxrbustor) 
to 9 ft2: ... ~ .- 0.2s to 3.6s6 tf. -~ 0.8 to 7.4s; x - 0.2 to 3.0; Tb -
1750~ ·to 22ttPR; Tf --~ 1580 R·to 2200 R. 

A separate · canparison of the observed and calculated canbustian 
efficiency for data fran the 1980 prQc¥arme is sho.rm in Fig. 25. 

Values of R used in the correlation are shCMn in Fig. 26, plotted 
as a function of the oxygen ccintent in the fuel, which is one of 
the paraneters nonnally used for indicating the coal t.ype, 

Ccrnbu.sticn with a single coal nozzle. In. one of the test sections 
(Test 3/3), all the coal was fed through one nozzle. The objectives 

-were (i) to investigate the effects of increasing the heat input per 
coal nozzle (i.e. the ratio of bed area/number of coal nozzles) and 
( ii) to provide a datum for future prograrmes in which it is hoped 
to feed "run of mine" coal to a single :point in the bed. Coal was 
fed through the nozzle narked "dolanite" in Fig. 3 and the dolanite 
through one of the coal nozzles (i.e. the duties of the dolanite and 
cne of the coal nozzles were interchanged for this test) • 

The ~ature distributicn with a single coal nozzle is sho.rm in 
Fig. 27. It will be seen that there is a zcne around the nozzle 
in which bed t.ernp:rratures are up to 90~ higher than the average 
in the remainder of the bed. 

Although the t.ernp:rrature distributicn was not as unifonn as with two 
coal nozzles, there were no detrinental effects an canbustian efficiency, 
sulphur retenticn or NO emissicn. 

X 

6.2~2 Sulphur retention 

Sulphur retenticn data are given in Table 4. Because of the mnnber 
of variables involved the data have been processed further to facilitate 
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canparison and results are shown in Table 6 where the data have been 
nonnalised to carman conditions of superficial gas residence time in 
the bed (2.3s) and of ca;s mol ratio (1. ?)using the following 
procedures (Ref. 1) • 

R/(100 - R) = at 
In(l-R/100) = -b C 

where R = sulphur retention = 100 rl Sulphur ani tted as so21 % L Total sulphur in coal j 
C = ca;s ratio = mols calcium in dolani te input 

mols sulphur in coal input 

t = gas residence time = BedFl . :~ 1 · t , w. smg ve oc~ y 

Fig. 28 shows a plot of sulphur retention against Ca/S ratio for the 
data nahl'alised to a carrmon gas residence tirre of 2. 3s and Fig. 29 shows 
a plot of sulphur retention against gas residence tirre for the data 
nonnalised to a oammon Ca/S ratio of 1.7. There is a clear effect of 
bed temperature which is errphasised in the bottan line of Table 6 where 
sulphur retention is nonnalised to a residence t.i:me of 2. 3s and a Ca/S 
ratio of 1. 7. Allowing for ~.inental error, there is a clear 
division between results at high (1630-1650°F) and low (1385-1405~) bed 
terrperatures. An exception was Test 1/1 ·which appeared to give tCD high 
a sulphur retention for the operating conditions. Havever, the bed 
temperature for this test . was higher than the remainder of the low 
temperature tests, and there was significant combustion in the freeboard. 
Similarly, the results fran Test 3/1 suggest that ci:x:>ling the freel:xJard 
rray have reduced the sulphur retention slightly. 

Table 6. Sulphur retention 

Test 1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 2/1 2/2 3/1 3/2 3/3 

Bed tatq?. OF 1460 1630 1405 1635 1400 1400 1630 1J85 16!JO 
Combustor exit temp. OF 1510 1530 1415 1555 1460 1330 1140 1155 1515 
Gas residence time (t) s 1.1 2.2 2.3 2.3 1.5 1.5 1.0 1.7 2.2 
ca;s mol ratio (C) 1.65 1.7 1.6 1.55 1.4 1.4 1.6 2.35 2.05 
~asured sulphur 
retention % 86 93.5 87 93 71 71.5 79 92 96.5 

Retention normalised 
Qlly to t ~ ?..3s % 93 94 87 93 79 79.5 89.5 94. 96.5 

Retention normalised 
only to C = 1. 7 % 87 94 88 95 78 78.5 81 84 94 

Retention nonnalised 93.5""' 94 94.5 91 tot= 2.3s and C=l.7 % 88 85 85.5 87 

Ref .1 National Coal Board "Reducing emissions of sulphur oxides, nitrogen 
oxides and particulates by using fluidised combustion of coal". 
Report to us Environnental Protection Agency Ref. DHB 0609 71, 
Sept. _l!f/1. 
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The effect of bed ~rature was probably also partly due to the 
fact that at the low bed t:.elrperature the caco3 carrpanent of the 
dolanite was only partially calcined and even the .MgC03 calcination 
nay have been incanplete (see Section 6.2.3). It is shown in Ref. 
2 that the extent of calcination (a) of a eaco3 particle can. be 
expressed as a function of (p -p ) /P e c -e 

where p e = equilibritnn partial pressure of. C02 (atnospheres) 
= 1.18 x 107 exp (-34230/1') (Ief. 3) 

and pc = prevailing C02 partial pressure (atnospheres) 

Data an. calcination conditions are given in Table 7 and Fig. 30. 

Table 7. Bed calcination conditions 

Test '1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 :2/1 2/2 3/1 3/2 

Calcination of ca % 56 99 49 81 55 56 97 47 
Sulphation of ca % 46 58 51 52 69 68 65 49 

Pe atm 0.21 0.91 0.14 o. 72 0.12 0.12 0.98 0.11 

PC atm 0. 71 0.68 0.69 0.86 o. 70 0.67 0.67 0. 72 

(pe-pc)/pe -2.38 0.25 -3.9 -0.19 -4.83 -4.58 0.32 -5.55 
.. 

The value 6f p • used in Table 7 and Fig. 30 was the partial pressure 
of C02 in the 8ff-gas. This is, of necessity, a carpram:ise. The 
C02 partial pressure in a fiuidised bed is essentially zero below 
the coal feed point, increasing t6 the value in the off-gas as the 

3/3 

97 
62 

1.05 

o. 70 

0.33 

bed surface is approached. Thus the effective value of the paraireter 
(p - p ) /p lies between m1i ty (corresponding to zero c~) and the 
vaiues ~iv;Ji, in Table 7. This, t6gether with the possibility of 
direct sulphation of the carbonate explains the apparent ana'naly of 
partial rather than zero calcina,tion at negative values of (pe - i? c) /p e • 

The calcination situation is ccmplicated further when the material 
elutriated from the bed is ccnsidered. Table 8 carpares calcinaticn/ 
sulphaticn data for material remaining in the bed and for material 
collected by the cyclone. · 

It will be seen that the change fran Plum Rim to Steetly dolam:ite* 

* For :reasons outside. the control of the contractor 1 there was only 
sufficient Pltnn Run dolcrnite remaining fran a previous contract 
for Test 1. However, the enforced change in dolarni te produced 
nru.ch useful information. 

Ief. 2. T.R. Ingrapam and P. Marier, Can.J.Chem.Eng. 1963, 4i, 170-173. 

Ief. 3. N.H. Ulerich et al, EPRI Report No. FP-426, August 1977. 
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prcx:luced a major change in the canpositicn of the elutriated dust 
with a major reducticn in the calcination and sulphatian reactions. 
This may have been due to a 1~ reacti vty for the Steetly dolani te 
(although the reactivities of either dolanite are not knCM11.} or 
it may have been a result of the much wider size distribution of 
the Steetly dolanite. Whereas only 10% of the Plum Run was 
elutriated, up to 65% (depending an operating conditions} . of the 
Steetly dolanite was elutriated. 

Table 8. Cc:mparison of calcination/sulphation· data for in-bed 
and elutriated dust 

Test 1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 2/1 2/2 3/1 3/2 

calcination in bed ·% 56 99 49 81 55 56 97 47 
calincation in 
elutriated dust % 46 81 51 86 0 0 25 0 

Sulphatian in bed % 46 58 51 52 69 68 65 49. 
Sulphatian in 
elutriated dust % 55 51 67 68 23 24 36 19 

3/3 

97 

71 
62 

32 
DOlcmite ---Plum Run --.... ---~-Steetly (U.K.)---
Size, max 3350 lJIIl 3350 lJIIl 

median c.l400 lJIIl c.400 lJIIl 

Anticipating the discussicn an elutriation in Section 6.4, it can be 
postulated that elutriated dolami te material can arise fran three 
sources:-

(1} degradation of the partially-sul~ated dolanite in the bed. 
This is nonnally a sma.ll anount and results in an elutriated 
material whiCh is similar in calcinaticn and sulphation to 
that remaining in the bed although the superfines (i.e those 
not collected by the cyclcne} tend to be fully sulphated, 
indicating that these superfines are fonred by abrading the 
surface of bed particles. 

(2} rapid elutriatian of any fine dolanite in the input with little 
reaction occurring. '1be anount of this material depends on the 
size distributicn of the feed. 

(3} decrepitation of the feed, i.e. the break up of materi.al due to 
an initial thermal shock and to the rapid evoluticn of C02 fran 
the stone. This tends to produce an elutriated material which 
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has a low sulphation level with a calcination level depending 
on the calcination conditions in. the bed. It is not easy to 
distinguish between nechanisrns {2) and {3). 

Examinaticn of Table 8 shows that for Plum Run dolanite, the reacticns 
in the bed material and in the elutriated material were similar 
indicating that nechanism {1) probably predani.nated. The am:>unt 
of Plum Run material which was elutriated was small. For Steetly 
dolanite, the.curouht of material elutriated was considerably higher. 
The lCM calcination and sulphation levels suggest that nechanisms {2) 
or {3) were predaninant. Conditicns of lCM temperature with lCM 
residence tirres in the bed {Tests 2/1, 2/2 and 3/2) or high bed 
terrq;:erature but with lCM ·residence tirre and lCM freeboard terrq;:erature 
{Test 3/1) did not calcine the elutriated material to any great extent; 
whereas high bed terrp;rrature with lCM residence tirre {Test 3/3) 
produced a much greater degree of calcination. 

In view of the difference between Steetly and Plum Run in the · 
c:x:xrposition and quantity of the elutriated dolanite, it may be no :rrore 
than coincidence that there appeared to be no difference in the overall 
sulphur retention perfonnance. 

6.2.3 Half calcination of dolanite. It is generally assured in 
fluid~sed combustion where bed t.eli'Feratures are in excess of 750°C 
{1400 F) that the half-calcinaticn of dolanite 

is carried to carq:>letion. 

HCMever the chemical analyses of bed material and of. elutriated 
material often exhibit characteristics which are inconsistent with 
this assurnpticn. t-bre C02 may ·be present than can be accounted 
for as caco3 alone {e.g. Test 2·- cyclone· 6\.].l::;ts) or the. aiiOI..IDt. of 
sulphur and C02 present may be nore than can exist with the calcium 
present {e.g. Test 2 :· bed material). These observations are 
ccnsistent with incanplete half-calcinatioo where sare of the C02 
may still be in carbination with magnesium as M3CQ3.• These 
incansbstencies are usually apparent cnly at low bed terrq;:eratures 
{=<1400 F) and, with elutriated material, are rrore pronounced in 
conjunction with a heavily-ccx::>led freeboard. Recent work {Ref. 4) 
has shC1N!l that the half-calcination reacticn can be slCM and in an 
effort to confinn the hypothesis that half-calcination of dolani te 

Ref. 4. Half-calcinaticn of. Dolanite at high pressures: Kinetics 
and structural changes·, C.L. Steen et al, Envirorurental 
Science and Teclmology, 14, (5), May 1980, p.S88. 
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nay be inoanplete, the extent. of C02 evolution at lll0°F was measured 
in the laboratory fran. a sample of cyclone dust (Test 2/1) . At this 
~ature, C02 would emanate mainly fran the dissociatien of M:]C03 
rather than CaC03. It was found that Sate 15% of the CO present 
in the sanple was evolved at this tenperature, indicating the presence 
of MgC03 • · 

6. 2 • 4 NO emissions 
~---~ 

At the datum ccnditiens of deep bed and high t.errperature, NO emission 
was about 0. 32 Th/106 Btu, which agrees with data obtained etsewhere 
at about 50% excess air. ·Relevant infonnatien for each test section 
is summarised in the following Table:-

Table 9. NO emissions 

Test 1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 2/1 2/2 3/1 3/2 3/3 

ro concentration ppn 160 170 230 170 190 210 205 295 190 
~emissions Th/106 Btu 0.29 0.32 0.42 0.25 0.32 _0.37 .0~:37• 0.50 0.34 
02 xccncentratien 

0
% 7.5 8.2 7.8 4.9 7.8 8:.2 8.0 7.2 7.6 

Bed temperature : . 
0

F 1460 1630 1400 1630 1400 1400 1630 1400 1650 
Exit tenperature . F >1500 >1500 1410 >lS<X 1460 1330 .1140 1160 >1500 
~depth 

. ft 4 9 9 9 6 6 4 4 9 

EKami.naticn of Table 9 shows that there was a tendency for the NO 
emissiens to be higher when bed or freeboard temperatures or bed Bepths 
were low, ·suggesting· that reduction of NO to N2 (which is now well 
established as ene of the reactions proceeding at the same tine as the 
prcduction of NO) is influenced by the bed and freeboard conditions. 
Although too many variables are involved to make quantitative deductiens, 
the data - taken in 'ccnjunctien with a limited number of measurenents 
within the bed and at the bed surface as discussed in Section 6. 3 -
~pport the following hypothesis:-

(!) The aroount of NO prcduced initially fran the fuel N2 is relatively 
large and is not strongly influenced by bed ~rature. 

(2) Subsequent reduction of this NO depends en 1;:he residence time in 
the bed (i.e. en the bed depth) and en the prevailing ~atures • 
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6. 2. 5 so3 emissicns 

Dur:ing Test 1, so3 concentraticns in the exhaust gas were m:nitored 
cont:inuously by staff fran the Marchwood Eng:ineering Laboratories 
(MEL) of the U.K. Central Electricity Cenerat:ing Board. The technique 
ccnsisted of extract:ing a ccnt:inous sarrple fran a lcx::aticn downstream 
of the cyclcne, pass:ing it through a soluticn of iso-propyl-alcohol 
and analysing for so3 by the barium-chloranilate reacticn (Ref. 5). 
'lbe ernissicns neasured through the test are given :in Fig. 31 and 
averaged values for the test secticns are given in Table 4. Emissicns 
were generally less than 4 ppn (v/v), although higher values (8 to 15 
ppn) were observed during two periods. The first of these occurred 
at the ·beginning of the test and coincided with a periqd when the 
emissicn of so2 was high (up to 700 ppn) • The second occurred dur:ing 
the period be~ Section 2 and 3 when frequency respcnse test:ing 
was be:ing carried. out en the canbustor and the coal :input was being 
varied rapidly. 

As had been noticed :in a previous prograrrrre (Ref. 6) a transient peak 
of 2<r30 ppn of so3 was neasured .i.nm:rliately follow:ing plant shut dCMn, 
thought to be due to desorpticn as netal and refractory cooled down. 

6.2.6 Alkali emissions 

M:asuretr~?..nts of the alkali (Na and K) vapour content of the gases were 
made :in five test sections, generally :in duplicate deterrninaticns. A 
sarrple of the gas downstream fran the main cyclcne was passed through 
a train ccnsist:ing of a small cyclone and two electrostatic precipitators. 
After sampling 500 to lCXX> li tres of gas over a period of about 2 hours, 
the cyclcne and precipitators were washed out, the washing filtered and 
the filtrate analySed for Na and K •. 

'!he results showed ccncentraticns of 1.0±0. 4 ppm (wjw) * Na and 1. 3±0.9 
ppn K. Although the sanple was deliberately made ncn-isok:inetic, sare 
dust was collected. The above figures therefore include the soluble 
part of the dust collected. Previous work has shCMn that the dust has 
a solubility of about 20%. Analysis of the sarrple residues showed that 
the solids collected had ccncentraticns of 0. 6±0. 4 ppn ·Na and 2. 7 ±2 .1 Pflll 
K, i.e. the soluble concentraticns were relatively small. 

No effect of QFerat:ing ccnditic;ns, :in particular of bed temperature, could 
be detected. 

Table 10 shc:Ms the distribution of alkali throughout the system 

Ref. 5. CEGB Publication' so3 m:ni tor' Hanover Fair Brochure I April 19 77. 

Ref. 6 Pillai K.K. and W::x:ld P., lCXX> hour test prograrrrre :in a pressuri~ 
flui.dised Perl facility, Final Report to tE DOE Vol. II, FE..;.3121-
15-c, 1980. . 

* ppn (wjw) = wt. of Na or K per 106 parts by weight of gas. 
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Table 10. Distribution of alkali in parts by ~ight 
~ millicn parts of dry gas and (% of input) . 

Na K Cl 
-

Input In coal 20.2±3.1 (55%) 146.2±21.6 (.92%) 42~6±12.5 
In dolanite 16.2±3.7 (45%) 12.5± 2.7 (8%) 16.4± 4 .• 6 

Output 

Fran bed overflCM. 10±4.1 (25%) 43±13.2 (23~ 5.4± 3.8 

Dust collected by cyclone 25.6±6.5 (65%) 125±17 (68%) 8.9± 6.9 

Dust escaping cyclcne 3±0.9 (8%) 13.1±3. 6 (7%) 0.3± 0.2 

Vapour 1±0.4 (2%) L3±0.9 (1%) * 

* Not determined, but obviously contained rrost of the input chlorine. 

Note that the total rreasured · output is greater than the input due to 
sanpling and analytical errors. · 

.6. 2. ?. Conclusions. Operation at part-load conditions (Zow bed 
depth and/or low bed temperature} resulted in a lower combustiOn 
efficiency than the 99% ·obtained at "fuZZ load" conditions. The 
amount of combustion occurring in the freeboa:t>d increased at pa:t>t
load~ but was inhibted when the freeboard was cgoled by exposed · 
cooling tubes. . With a bed temperature of l400 F~ b~d depth of 4 to 
6. ft and combustor exit tempe:r•atu1•es of 1150 to Z350 F~ the combustion 
efficiency was 95 to 96%. It may. be necessary to install a fines 
recycle.loop in comme'Peial plants if prolonged operation. at pa:t>t load 
is required. At low bed temperatures and low bed depths the CO 
concentration in the exhaust increased from 5 ppm (v/v) to 90 ppm and 
increased further to c.250 ppm whe~ the freeboa:t>d was cooled. 

. .... 

(72%) 
(28%) 

, 

(c.9%) 

(c.l5%) 

(c.0.5%) 

Operation at pa:t>t-load resulted in a Zowe1• sulphur rotantion~ the tatter 
falZing from 95% at fuZZ·""'load· toless than 80% at low bed temperature 
and bed depth. 

NO emissions were typically 0.3 lb/l06 Btu with an apparent tendency 
toxincrease $lightly as the load was reduced. 
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so3 concent~tions in the exhaust gases were in the range 4 to Z5 ppm 
(t1 '};). OccasionaZ vaZues of 20-30 ppm were measured and it is cZear· 
that many more measurements need to be made before it can be sure that 
''back-end" corrosion wiZZ not be a probZem in corrmerciaZ pZant. 

6. 3 IN BED SAMPLING 

The probe described in Section 4.6 and shCMn in Fig. 14 was used to 
obtain solids samples for analysis and to carry out gas-sampling and 
temperature traverses. The traverses were carried out at a height 
of 5 ft above the distributor and along a line extending 12 inches into 
(i.e. up to the centre) of the canbustor. Thus, depending en the bed 
depth, the traverses were either across the· splash zone or within the 
bed. 

After scree teething problems, the probe operated satisfactorily. 
Accurate data apt:eared to :be produced, but interpreting scree of this 
data (particularly gas carrpositicn) was difficult, if not impos_silile. 
This was because ccndi ticns alcng a 12 inch line carmot be considered 
representative of conditicns across an area of 6 ft2. In this respect, 
the investigaticns are best ccnsidered as having. shCMn that in-bed 
sampling is possible in a two-casing, pressurised fluidiSed bed. To 
have obtained representative datr.i oo the Ieatherhead canbtiStor would 
have t'l'eant traversing from cne wall to the other across at least two 
positicns, and preferably tlu:ee, at the sarre .height above the distributor. 

With the above limi.taticns in mind, the data will nCM be described. 

Table 11 gives the analyses of the solids· samples taken in different 
test secticns op:rating with bed depths greater than 5 ft. The 
correspcnding analyses of the samples of bed material taken fran the 
normal bed offtake (through the distributor) at approximately the sane 
tines are also included. During Test 1/3, a duplicate traverse was 
carried out approximately 30 minutes after the first. The results 
shCM that there was no significant difference between the analyses of 
solids taken from different positicns in the bed and it is probably 
reasonable to ccnclude that the whole of the bed had substantially the 
sarre (solids) ccmpositicn for any particular set of ot:erating conditicns. 

Gas sampling traverses fran Test 3 are reprcduced in Figs. 32 and 33. 
The results are plotted qs deviaticns fran the gas concentraticn c;~.t 
the cdnbustor exit (cyclone outlet) as a function of distance:-

(1) The 02 and C02 analyses all indicated a high excess air near 
the wall. In Test 3/3 the 02 and C02 analyses indicated 
a zcne between about 4 inches and 12 inches which was la.;er 
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Table 11 Solids samples traverses within the bed. 

Test 1/3 1/4 2/1 

Distance from wall inches ?. 7 12* 2 712 * 2 '1 12 * 2 4 1? * 

c % 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

Size distribution 

% <3.35Qm\ 

<2.80 mn 

<2.36 ll1l\ 

<1. 70 mn 

<1.18 mn 

<0.85 Iml 

<0.50 ITlll 

<0.25 mn 

<0,15 mn 

Surface rrean dia. :on. 

<.05 <0.05 <0.05 
b.06 o.m f<o.o5 :l:c.o' <e.a <O.o5 ~.05 o.a <O.o5 o.09 o.o5 ~.os -

111.4 1.4 12.9 
b.8o o.80 1.o5 o.4 ~1.4 1.1 11.6 12.• 10.5 9.3 1.1 1.a 

po.6 30.5 30.8 
S3.6 33.5 33.3 32.6po.6 13o. 1 30.4 3l.c 31.5 3La 32.3 32.3 22.1 22.o 21.5 22.3 21.9 

'2.5 2.4 2.4 1 
2.8 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.3 2.3 2.3 2. 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.0 -

0.12 0.25 0.15 
).24 0.19 0.21 0.11 0.09 0.09 0.09;0..09 0.09 0.09 0.15 0.09 -

0.30 0.30 0.341 
.33 0.33 0.34 ~.32 0.)0 0.31 0.30 0.27 0.30 0.32 0.3~ 0.29 -

22.9 23.0 123;0 
5.8 26.0 26.0 27.1 22.7 22.7 02.6 22.6 22.8 23.3 23.7 23.9 19.9 20.0 19.5 19.7 20.2 

o.04 .04 b.o3 
b.o3 o.o2 o.o3 .04 o.o3 .04 b.04 o.06 o.04 o.04 o.04 o.04 -

100 100 100 -

99.E 99.6 99.5 
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in excess air than the canbustor exit. This was the test 
in which a single coal nozzle was used at a different position 
(in plan view) to the two coal nozzles used in all the other 
tests. Presumably the traversing line was, coincidentally, 
along a zcne sarrewhat richer in coal constituents. 

Appreciable CO levels (up to 2500 ppm) were rreasured in Test 
3/2 and they were considerably higher than at the canbustor 
exit. This test was at a lCM bed t.eln[:erature. CO levels 
were also higher along the traversing line than at the 
combustor exit in Tests 3/1 and 3/3 - at high bed tenperature -
although the CO ccncentrations were crn.siderably lov;er than in 
Test 3/2. 

NO concentrations were also higher alcng the traverse line 
(~cept near the wall) than at the combustor exit. This was 
particularly so in Test 3/2, where levels of 500 ppm were 
rreasured. 

so2 ccncentraticns en the traverse ·line were greater . than at 
the canbustor exit in Test 3/3, but lCMer in Test 3/2. (No 
so2 rreasuremants were made in Test 3/1). 

Gas ccncent;rati.rn.s in the bed fluctuated rapidly. 02 varied 
by ±1. 3%; c~ by ±1. 8% and co by ±70 ppm in Test 3/3. These 
fluctuaticns were an order of magnitude greater than the 
fluctuaticns at the canbustor exit. large parts of the gas 
analysis train were ccxrm::m. to both samples (simples were with
drawn through the sane drying and analytical equiprent 
alternately fran the in-bed sample probe and the oambustor exit 
probe) although there was rather more opportunity for damping 
of fluctuaticns in the canbustor exit sample. Fluctuaticns 
when traversing across the splash zcne in Tests 3/1 and 3/2 
were less than in Test 3/3. 

No useful ccnclusicns can be drawn fran the gas sample traverses because 
of their possibly unrepresentative character - as described earlier. 

'l'errperature travs::ses were carried out with bed depths and t.eln[:eratures 
of 9 ft and 1640 F; 6 ft and 1400°F; 4 ft and 1400°F (i.e. across the 
splash zane). Except for a regicn within 1 inch 8f the wall, the 
terrperature distribution was uniform to within ±10

0
F when traversing 

in the bed. There was rather more variaticn (±20 F) when traversing 
in the splash zane. ~ature appeared to fall by about 30 to. 40 F 
between the 1 inch insertion and the wall. The probe could not be 
positicned more accurately than about ±0.5 inches relative to the wall. 
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Examination of Table 4 shows that there was a major change in the 
elutratian pattern after Test 1, with much more material being elutriated 
in Tests 2 and 3. (Test 1/4 is ignored, because it was of too short a 
duration for equilibrium to have been established) . This increase was 
due· to the use of a much finer dol ani te. 

'!he results have encouraged a reappraisal to be made of all the 
elutriaticn data obtained on the Ieatherhead rig over the past few years 
with the intenticn of providing a general empirical rrethod of predicting 
the ama.mt of elutriaticn. In view of the canplexities of the process 
there seems little likelihood of a theoretical rrodel. being available 
in the forseeable future .. 

When carrying out mass and heat balances on the Ieatherhead rig it 
has been the practice to carry out sufficient analyses to enable the 
elutriation of coal ash and dolami te to be differentiated. This fornis 
the basis for the present analysis. In order to avoid ambiguity both 
the coal ash and the dolomite are based an a sulphate-free, co2-free 
basis, and the "inert" ccntent of coal ash and dolc:mite is defined as 

(100 - % H20 - % Cl - % elercental carbon - % co2 - % so3 ) % 

MJ.terial elutriated fran a bed is mainly canposed of particles smaller 
than that size for 'Which the gas velocity- at the prevailing ~rature 
and pressure ~ is the terminal or free-fall velocity. This critical 
size is tenned the "elutriable" size and 11 fines" are defined as that 
material smaller than the elutriable size~ "Fines" in the solids 
feeds are elutriated rapidly. Saire of the remaining material is 
reduced in size in the bed to · sc.nething smaller than the elutriable 
size after which it is also rapidly elnt.riated. Processes causing 
size reduction include attrition, thennal shock and calcination, culll 
are not arrenable to any general treatrrent. 

6. 4.1 Elutriaticn of dolc:mi te. As already described in Section 6. 2. 2 
elutriation of dolc:mi te "inert" can occur by three rrechanisms:- · 

(1) rapid elutriatian of any input dolc:mite which is finer than 
t:hc elutrierb 1 P. size. Fig. 34 (a) shows the relationship 
between the proportion of elutriable dolunile "inert" in the 
feed and the proportion actually elutriated. Data were taken 
fran 25 test canditicns and details are given in Appendix 2. 
Fig. 34(a) shows a clear correlation, with the fraction 
actually elutriated being generally 5 to 20% higher than the 
P.lutriable. fraction in the feed. This bias is mainly a result 
of size reduction processes in the bed, which are due to 
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(2) decrepitation of the inCaning particles due to the sudden 
evolution of carbon dioxide and to shock heating of the 
particle 

(3) attrition and abrasion of particles in the bed, enhanced by 
the fact that calcination converts the hard stone into soft, 
easily breakable naterial, but hindered by sulphatian which 
hardens the particle. 

It is reasonable to suppose that nechanism (2) will be proportional 
to the rate of feed of dolanite and to same flmctian of the rate of 
calcination in the bed. Mechanism ( 3) will depend on the arrotmt of 
dolomite naterial in the bed and an sare ftmction of the velocities in 
the bed. ('!hls functim is often assurred to be U - U ) . The data 
fran the 25 test cmditians are reproduced jn Appendix~, where it is 
shown that the arrount .of fines produced by nechanism (2) is snall in 
PFBC and can be neglected. It is also shONI1 that the "best fit" 
to nechanism (3) requires a functim (U - U t- where n = 3. HONever, 
a sirrpler relatimship is shONI1 in Fig. 35 ~e r is the rate of 
productim of fines in the bed (defined as the difference between the 
observed elutriatian and the elutriable quantity in the feed and W is 
the weight of dolomite naterial in the bed. It would appear that 
attritim and abrasim are negligible at values of (U - Umf) lower · 
than about 2.5 ft/s. It must be rerrembered that because·'most of the 
elutriated dolani te arises from the elutriable part of the dolami te 
feed, almost any correlatim to account for fines praiuctian in the bed 
will be effective. 

Using Fig. 35 together with the amount of elutriable naterial in the 
dolomite feed produces a calculated value of elutriation which is in 
close agreement with the observed vaiue, as shONI1 in Fig. 34 (b). 

6.4~2 Elutriation of coal.ash. Fig. 36 plots the amount of coal ash 
elutriated against the elutriable arrount in the feed, using· the data 
given in· Table A3 of Appendix 2. The upper diagram plots the amotmt 
fo coal ash elutriated against the arrol.mt elutriable in the coal feed -
u.s::a.:nning that the ash size distribution is the sarre as the coal size 
distribution. It is clear from Fig. 36 (a) that there is no real 
correlation between the two pararreters, with 40 to 70% nore being 
elutriated than would be expected fran the coal size distributim. 

It is well-knONI1 that the size distribution of the· coal ash is finer 
than that of the coal and that the extent of the difference depends 
an haN :rrru.ch "stone" _is included in the naterial. The relationship 
between the size · of the coal and the ash particles . for . Glen Brook coal 
is sho.vn in Fig. 37. This Wu.s~roduceCi. by ashing a sample of coal in 
in a laboratory funlace- at. 1650 F and detennining the resulting size 
distributim. Fig 36 (b) shONS the revised relatimship for Glen Brook 
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coal ash between the arromt of coal ash elutriated and the arrount 
elutriable in the coal feed - based an the coal ash size distribution 
of Fig. 37. Also included are data for the U.K. biturrdnous coal -
the only other coal for which ashing data are available. 

·From Fig. 36 (b) it can be seen that 20 to 50% nore. is being elutriated 
·than would be expected fran the coal ash size distribution. Clearly, 
mlike dolcmite, a substantial part of the elutriated fines is produced 
by size reduction processes in the bed. 

As for dolcmite, the rate of fines production in the bed can be 
expected to depend an the arromt of coal ash in the bed and an the 
fluidising velocity. It can also be expected to depend an the hardness 
of the coal ash, which can vary fran coal seam to coal seam and also can 
vary with the mining technique. There is not enough coal ash renaini.ng 
in the bed to enable rate of fines production to be evaluated fram the 
experirrental data in the sane way as for the dolomite. However, a. 
general correlation between the total arrount elutriated and the 
fluidising velocity is shown irl Fig. 38. A reasonable correlation exists 
for Glen Brook and Illinois coal. The high ash sub-bi turrdnous coal 
produced similar amounts of elutriation (although sub-biturrdnous coals, 
in general, might be expected to produce more), but the U.K. biturrdnous 
coal - whicl;l was known to contain more 11 stone 11 than the U.S. coals -
resulted in less elutriatian. 

It is suggested that Fig. 38 can be used for design purposes to predict 
the arrount of coal ash which will be elutrl.ated when burning Eastern 
U.S. coals. In broad tei:ms, 60% will be elutriated at 2. 5 ft/s 
fluidising velocity, and 80% at 4 ft/s. 

6. 4. 3 Size distribution of elutriated material. The s~.ze distributions 
of the elutriated material for the nine test conditions in the 1980 
programrre were remarkably mifonn, as is shown by the hatch~d area ·in 
Fig. 39. This is in spite of the facts that the size distribution 
of the feed varied considerably, that the arrount of material elutriated 
varied considerably and that the velocity varied from 2.5 ft/s to 4 ft/s. 
1:'he elutriated dust WAS sonewhat finer than dust elutriated at a 
fluidising velocity of 6.5 ft/s in the sane l:anbustor and sonewhat 
C<Ji::U:ser than the clnst eJ,.utriated during the previous l<XX> hour prograrme. 
At the narent there are insufficient dato. to be able tn predict the 
size distribution. 

6.4.4 Conclusions. The work carried out over the last few·years has. 
confirmed that factors controlling the amount of elutriation from a 
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pressurised fluidised bed are complex. The proportion of dolomite 
elutriated depends primarily on the proportion of elutriable material 
in the feed with a small additional amount being produced by attrition 
in the bed. Attrition depends mainly on the fluidising velocity. 
Coal ash elutriation arises from both the proportion of elutriable 
material in the feed and from attrition in the bed~ which in turn 
depends on the fluidising velocity and the nature (hardness) of the 
adventitious ash associated with the coal. 

' Using the info~ation given above it is possible to make an approximate 
estimate of the amount of dolomite and coal ash which will be elutriated 
(bearing in mind that the ct~r~es in weight due to calcination and 
sulphation have to be allowed for)~ but it is desirable that pilot
scale tests should be carried out where reasonably precise design 
data are required. 

6.5 HEAT TRANSFER. 

M:!asurerrents of heat flux were made at part-load ccndi ticns simulated 
in ·different ways:-

i 

(1) at different bed depths and te:r'rq?eratures (steady state ·conditions) 

(2) whilst varying the bed depth (other paraneters - except excess air 
- being held ccnstant) • 

M:!asurerrents were also made with a ccnstant bed depth of 4 ft and 
c6nstant bed te:r'rq?erature whilst varying the arrount of cooling in the 
freeboard. The increase in heat (coal) input required to maintain 
a constant bed temperature was a neasure of the heat being abstracted 
by the freeboard .tubes from the bed itself. 

6.5.1 Heat transfer to immersed tubes. Heat fluxes were neasured at 
irregular intervals during the three tests, atterrpting to cover as nany 
c<;:nditicns of bed terrperature and bed depth as possible. Figs. 40 and 
41 shCM scree of the heat transfer coefficients as a function of height 
above the distributor for different te:r'rq?erature bands. Each diagram 
shCMS a characteristic rise in heat transfer coefficient through the 
first few ravs of the tube bank; follaved by a rrore gradual or negligible 
rise in the remainder of the tube bank. This change in coefficient is 
due possibly to bubble break-up in the first few ravs of the tube bank 
with a ccnsequent reducticn in particle/tube contact tine. 

Fig. 40 shCMs that there was a slight reducticn in heat transfer 
coefficient with lCMer bed ~ature. This effect is masked in 
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Fig. 41 because the lower bed temperab.lre test was carried out at 
a lower fluidising velocity (2.5 ft,S instead of 4 ft/s) and there 
was a oansequential reduction in the size of the bed material (frcm 
about 7 :£J lJIY\ to 6CX) lJlll) • 

Heat transfer cOefficients as a function of bed tanperature (ignoring 
the tube bank "entry effect) are shown in Fig. 42. The convective 
(or conductive) canponent is obtained fran the relationship 

where he = convective coefficient 

~ = · bed-to-tube coefficient 

metal surface tanperab.lre (calculated 
fran water flow rates . and measured heat 

. fluxes) 

a = Stefan Bol tzman constant 

The convective c:x:np::ment shows a siight increase with increase ·in ·bed 
tarperature. This increase is roughly equal. to the ·increase in gas 
conductivity,. although this. may be coincidental. 

6.5.2 · Heat transfer in the ·"splash" zone. Data were obtained in 
two ways:·-

(a) under steady-state conditions the. heat transfer coefficients to 
the "freeboard" circuits were measured. Several sets of data 
were obtained at slightly different bed depths in the range 
of 4 to 5 ft and at different bed tanperatures. 

(b) as the bed depth Wa.s slowly increased, the heat transfer 
coefficients were measured at discrete time ·intervals. '!his 
had the effect of changing the position of each cooling circuit 
relative to the bed surface as time progressed. 

Data are plotted in Fig. 43 as a fraction of the heat transfer · 
coefficient which occurred to the tubes when .imnersed. One row (row 
27) at one condition has been separately identified (by a cross) to 
illustrate the manner in which the heat transfer coefficient varied. 
Oth~ rows· (11, 15, 19, 22 and 25) produced a similar series of points. 
The equation of the line through the experimental points can be 
expressed as: 
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~ f = 0. 38 + 0. 62 exp (0. 007014 (H+3) 2 

where H is the position above the bed surface in inches. 

'!he maxinn:m heat transfer coefficients in the bed appeared to occur 
slightly bela.v the bed surface. H~, the position of the bed 
surface is calculated fran pressure drop measurements which ignore 
any change in bed density near the splash· zone. 'lhe position of the 
bed surface is, therefore, sanewhat inprecise. 

No attanpt was made to calculate the radiative canponent ·of heat 
transfer in the "splash zane", and hence to isolate the convective 
c::arponent~ '!he Calculated "conv~tive plus ~adiation" coeffici~t 
far a clean gas was 15 Btu/ft2 h F at a gas temperature of .1400 F, 
i.e. about 22% of the in--bed heat transfer coefficient. '!his, 
hc:Mever, must be an under estimate since the presence of solids; (about 
lO,CXX> ppn were being elutriated) would enhance both the convective. 
and the radiative heat transfer. Mec!,Sured heat transfer rates to 
the highest raws at the la.vest bed heights indicated a nlinim~ 
freeboard coefficient of about 38% of the in-bed coefficient. 

In calculaqng the heat transfer coefficients in the splash zone 
the local ~atures were taken from appropriate distributions, 
such as that shown in Fig_. 44 which applies to one of ·the set of 
data plotted in Fig. 43. Tanperatures were measured by therrro
couples inserted to a depth of about 3 inches at various positions 
on the canbustar walls. 

6. 5. 3 Heat transferred fran· the bed to the "splash zone". Sane 
of the heat abstracted in the freeboard originates fran the bed i tse).f 
and is conveyed into the freeboard region as "splashing" bed material. 
This material cools down as it gives up its heat in the freel:x:xrrd 
and then exerts a cooling load . an returning to the bed. '1'6. maintain 
constant bed temperature therefore requires a higher coal feed rate -
all other conditions being equal - when freel:x:xrrd cooling is present. 

Any cooling surface in the freeboard receives heat in the folla.ving 
forms:- · 

(1) by Conduction/convection fran ~plashing bed material 

(2) by convection fran the dirty gas fla.ving pa·st it, and 

(3) by radiation fran the surrotmding environn'.ent. 
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Two rnethoc;l were used to determine the protx>rtion of heat abstracted 
in the freeboard due to splashing:-

(a) oxygen ·variation. With a ba:3 depth of 4 to 5 ft, rows of 
cooling tubes in the freeboard were activated or. shut off 
sin:Jly, and the resultant change in oxygen content of the 
flue gas was monitored (autanatic coal feed rate control 
being exercised to maintain constant bed tanperature) • 'lhe 
increase or reduction in heat input to the bed \'las quantified 
assuning canplete canbustion of carbon to carbon dioxide, thus: 

~Q = ~2 X 5438 Btu/lb 

where ~Q = heat transfer due to splashing (Btu/h) 

= change in mass flCM rate of· free oxygen in 
the gas (lb/h) 

(b) .Heat balance. Considering the tanperature profile in the free
board enabled approximate heat balances to be constructed 
around the region containing single rows of . cooling surface' 
thus 

Heat transfer due to splashing = h~t absorbed by cooling tube 
- heat lost by gas 
- heat losses through canbustor 

walls. 

The procedure required that gas tanperature profiles be detennined 
by interpolation and was subject to large uncertainties. 

Fig. 45(a) gives the data obtained by the above two methods. An 
exponential reduction in the splashing heat transfer with height is 
apparent. Agreement between the two methods is good, but it is 
thought that the analysis by the direct method (oxygen variation), 
was more accurate even though very small oxygen variations were being 
measured at the -top of the splash zorie. 

Fig. 45 (b) details the contribution made by splashing to the total 
heat transfer coefficient in the freeboard. It is evident that in 
this case, the effects of splashing were significant for up to 24 
inches above the bed surface. '!he existence or oth~se of cooling 
surface in this region will have obvious .implications for bed tanperature, 
coal feed rate and excess air level. The height of the splash zone 
appears to be independent of bed tanperature but is likely to increase 
with increasing velocity. 
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6. 6 BED TEMPEPJ\TURE RESPONSE .MEASUl'-Em'lT BY FRE0JENCY RESPONSE 
ANALYSIS 

An 1.mderstanding of the dynamic behaviour of a process is essential 
to the correct design of systems for the autariatic . control of the 
process. In addition the rneasurerrent of dynamic resp:mse leads 
to a greater l.mderstanding of the mechanism by which the process 
works both in the steady and transient states. 

Frequence resp::mse analysis is a method of dynamic testing which, 
in the absence of a mathematical rrodel, leads directly to the design 
of the correct control system. In addition the measured frequency 
response may be canpared with that predicted by a particular 
mathematical rrodel in order to verify the rrodel. 

Frequency resp:>nse analysis was used to detennine the resp:>nse of bed 
temperature to changes in eoal feed rate during all three tests of 
the series and data were obtained for a number of operating conditions. 

6. 6.1 · Experimental teclmique. The characterisation of the dynamic 
relationship of a system output to an input (in this case bed 
temperature and coal feed, respectively} by a frequency response 
analysis involves varying the input sinusoidally, at a number of 
frequencies and rneasw:;-.ing the resrnnse of the output in tonnD of an 
Arrplitude Ratio (AR} and a Phase Shift (¢}. Results are presented 
in the fonn of a Bode plot. 

'!his was carried out using the coal feed/bed temperature control 
system shown schanatically in Fig. 46. During nonnal operation the 
system was in autanatic control and the temperature controller 
received a temperature signal from a bed themocouple and by 
canparing this with the temperature set point as specified by the 

· control panel operator, sent a signa! to the set point input of the 
rotary valve speed controller. The system thereby attempted to 
correct for ·any change in conditions which resulted in a change in 
bed tanpe.rature, by increasing or decreasing the coal feed rate. 

In order to vary the coal feed rate sinusoidally the bed temperature 
controller was switched to manual control to provide a constant base 
signal to the rotary valve speed control. The bed temperature was 
then allCMed to stabilise after any change resulting fran the switch 
from autanatic to manual ·control and a check made that any such chang~ 
did not take the plant too far fran the reference operating conditions .• 
It was felt that a deviation of steady state temperature of less than 
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±40°F frcm the reference temperature would result in little error 
due to non-linearity, although the sinusoidal variation was nonnally 
maintained well within this limit. A feedback PFG 605 ·function 
generator was then oonnected to the circuit as shown in Fig. 46, 
so that its output could be added to the base signal. At sane 
tx>int close to the start of the test the charts were s.imultaneously 
marked to provide a tx>int of synchronisation. '!he duration of a 
run depended on the frequency at which the plant restx>nse was being 
detennined. At least one cycle of a run was allowed for the dying 
out of transients so that at the low frequencies (O.<XX:>6 Hz) the 
run lasted for 1 to 2 hours to obtain two cycles of usable restx>nse 
data. At the high frequency end of a series of runs (cQ.Ol5 Hz) 
a 15 minute duration gave approximately 15 cycles. Each frequency 
response test was started at a 1 guessed at 1 mid-frequency and the 
arrplitude ratio part of the Bode Plot was fitted to this tx>int 
assuming a single first order re5tx>nse. The aim at the low and 
mid frequencies was to obtain a bed temperature variation of ±8 to 
15°F and the preliminary AR plot was used to predict the arrplitude 
ratio at the next test frequency enabling approxiroate calculation 
of the required rotary valve speed arrplitude. At high frequencies 
and small a:rrplitude ratio a smaller bed tanperature variation had 
to be tolerated in ·order to prevent excessive variations of rotary 
valve speed, the arrplitude limits being those that would either 
stop the valve or cause near sub-stoichianetric oonditions within the 
cx::mbustor. 

In addition to the process oontrol instrumentation of Fig. 46 a number 
of bed t.arperatures, the two rotary valve speeds and all gas analysis 
rneasuranents were recorded on flat-bed recorders with 25 em wide 
charts and a range of chart speeds. Temperatures were measured 
using ~ 1 K 1 therrrocouples on a 400°F scale adjustable between 
1380-1780 F and 125o-1650°F according to the bed temperature. This 
scale allowed the resolution of ternperature fluctuations at least 
as small as 4°F. -

Rotary valve speeds were measured using an incranental shaft encoder 
coupled to a frequence-to-current converter. 

6. 6. 2 Analysis of Results. Fig. 4 7 shows a section of. chart fran 
a single frequency test. The bed ternperature, as represented by one 
the.nrocouple, and the rotary valve speeds are indicated. The average 
arrplitude of each was detennined by measuring each half wave arrplitude 
and the arrpli tude ratio calculated as:-
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Where e ~Yare respectively the steady state bed temperature and 
rotary valve spee;l as measured before a test and 88 and 8Y. are the 
c6rres:I;X>nding sin~ wave amplitude. 8 represents the inlet air 
tarperature and the average cooling wa.ger temperature which in the 
case ·of the Lea~erhead rig were approximately equal. The denaninator 
of this expression represents the temperature r;ise which would occur 
were the Change 8Y in rotary valve speed made as a step and the system 
allOW'ed to go to steady state. It assumes a pro:I;X>rtionality between 
rctary valve speed and coal feed rate. 

The relationship between coal feed rate and temperature is given by 

Ll ~1. 
'·(r 

where t.Mc8 = variation in coal feed rate at temperature 8 

:Me ( 8 - 8 ) = steady state coal feed rate at temperature 8 
0 

m . g = flue gas flow 

cge = gas specific heat at temperature 8 

cg(8- 0 > · = 
~ 0 = 

gas specific heat integrated between 0 and 0 
0 

oVerall heat transfer coefficient to bed tubes 

1\w = total submerged heat transfer surface 

88 = small temperature variation associated with M1 
8 c-

8 = steady state temperature 

8 = reference temperature 
0 

Phase shift ( <1>) was obtained by rreasuranent of chart length fran peak 
of input signal (rotary valve speed) to correSI;X>nding peak of output 
signal (bed temperature) and by canparison with the chart length 
equivalent to one wave of input signal. 

hence . llL .. 360° - <j> =-·-· X 

-L360 

where llL = average. length fran peak of input signal to peak of 
output· signal 

L
360

= chart length equivalent to one wave of input signal. 
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The analysis assunes that the tanperature resJ:X)nse involves one or 
more first order mechanisms in series, each of which responds to an 
input of the type 

y = A sin wt 

with an output 

X = A sin (wt + tp) 

where !jJ = -arctan (wt) 

w =· frequency 

T = time constant 

A = amplitude 

t = time 

The expression relating amplitude ratio to frequency is then 

AR = 1 

...;· w2 T2 + 1 

or, more generally, for a number of system in series 

AR = n 1 

nJh ;:;:;:2.+ 1 

wh8re Tn is the time constant of the nth mechanism. 

'lhe general expression for phase shifts is 
n 

-~ = wT + ~ arctan (wTn) 0 n=l · 

where T0 is the dead time. 

A micro canputer was programned to produce a visual display of the Bode 
plot of first, secx>nd and third order systems with dead time together 
with the experimentally detennined AR anu !jJ datu. By adjusting the 
value of time constants of the theoretical plot a fit to the data was 
obtained. Typical visual displays are reprcxluced in .Figs. 48 and 49. 
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6. 6. 3 'O::i!pc:iriSori ·of ·resUlts with a sinple canbustor m:xlel. Considerat
ion of an unsteady state heat balance for the combustor, assuming that 
the incaning air ~ature and water temperature are identical and 
that the coal burns and liberates its heat to the bed instantaneously, 
leads to ·the following first order differential equation 

d0 
dt = c rn (t} vc (me +hA} e 

g g w w 

. where e = bed t.errperature (referred to inlet air temperature} 

~ = mass of bed 

cb = specific heat of bed 

c = net calorific value of coal v 

me (t} = coal feed rate as a ftmction of time 

· rng = . mass flow rate of gas leaving the bed surface 

cg = specific heat of flue gas 

h = overall heat transfer cx:>efficient for water cooled 
w ··tubes 

-\, = total surface area. of water cooled tubes 

'!he· t¥. constant of such a system is 

T =me +hA 
g g -ww 

Uncooled tubing·'s\ll:lnerged in. the bed is assurred, because oj its small· 
cross section, to behave as if ·it were part of the bed and its thennal 
capacity is added to that.of. tl:le bed so that the time constant becx:xnes 

T = ~--~ + Mmcrn 
.M C + h A·.· 

.g g ._w:.-w 

Where Mrn = . mass of uncool~.· tubing 

ern = specific hea:t.o:f.-tubing 

The experimental values of time. ·(;X:>~tant obtained during the prograrrme 
are ccmpared with the t.lleoreticar 'values, derived from the above 
expression in Table 12. In this Cnmpa.rison it is assumed that the 
longer of the two. time. constants. indicated by the Bode analysis 
corresponds to the heat balance mechanism. 
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Table.l2. Re~ rate investiga~ons- Comparison of 
M:asure<i and Calcula~ Tilre Constants 

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3/1 Test 3/2 

Mass of bed b 2054 - 1328 889 1109 

Specific heat ·of bed Btu/lb 
0

R 0.305 0.301 0.304 0.301 

M3.ss ·of uncooled tubes lb 687 301 189 155 

Specific heat of tube material Btujlb 0 R 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 . 

F·lue gas flow rate lb/sec 2.76 3.11 2.88 1.95 

Specific heat of flue gas 0 Btujlb R 0.286 0.281 0.286 0.281 

. Area of cooling surface - ft 2 .34.67 57.6 38.52 41.09 

Average overall heat 
Btu/sec ft2. 

0 R transfer coefficient - 0.015 0.014 0.014 0.013 

Calculated tine constant (T ) -sec 582 274 223 331 
c 

r.easured tine constant (T } -sec 700 380 280 450 . m 

Tml.!'c 1.2 1.39 1.26 1.36 

Test 3/3 

1842 

0.309 

668 

0.2 

2.78 

0.286 

38.52 

0.015 

510 

700 

1.37 

• 



APPENDIX 1 

Derivation of canbustion efficiency oorrelation 

'!he ccinbustion efficiency attainable within a fluidised bed combustor 
is detennined by the rate at which unburnt or partially burnt fuel is 
lost frqn the system. The loss of potentially canbustible fuel can 
occur by three mechanisms:-

(1)" elutriation of unburnt solids 
(2) removal of urib'l.li1'lt solids along with ··bed material' 

and (3) as c:x:rnbustible gaseous effluent. 

Of these, elutriation is by far the rrost imi;ortant and genera).ly 
accounts for over 9 5% of .the loss~s in PFBC systems. The losses through 
removal of bed material becane significant only when the carbOn 
concentration in the bed becx:xnes significant (i.e. with non-reactive 
fuels or with fuels of large particle size). The losses due to unburnt 
gaseous effluent are generally very low within th5 range of temperatureS 
envisaged for fluidised bed ccxnbustors (14oo-l700 F) . 

The physics of the processes within a :fluidised bed cOmbustor are not 
yet sufficiently understood to predict oarnbustion effir.iency from fir&L 
principles. The mechcU.Ll~ by which coal burns within the bed, by 
which unburnt material burns in the freeboard and- by which elutriation 
occurs have yet to. be established. · 

In arpirical tenns however the general principles governing losses 
and therefore canbustion efficiency are well known:-

( 1) Factors increasing elutriation increase the losses (i.e. increasing 
velocity, decreasing coal feed size). · 

... 
(2) ;rncreasing reactivity reduces losses (i.e. increasing coal 

reactivity, bed temper~ture, pressure) 

( 3) Increasing the extent of reaction while in the bed reduces losses 
(i.e. increasing particle residence time, gas residence time, 
resistance to attri~on, excess air). · 

( 4) Increasing the extent of freeboard canbustion reduces losses 
(i.e. increasing freeboard temperature, freeboard residence time, 
excess air) • 
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An anpirical correlation of all the data· generated in pressurised 
canbustors at NCB, CURL has been obtained as:-

. [' j ' ·- .- . ' 1 (_--·· -,· \ . l • . ·- . • - 1 .,,.),),) .'){:/ ,, ,_ . "-• t [--~ ---]' 't ( !___Cc;__ ,· . \,.'. ,)'.; 
#)t ( (tr·>-) 
\ h ~ • 

where n = fractional combustion efficiency 

A = bed area per coal feed nozzle (ft2) 

t = -gas phase residence time in the bed (s) 
. . 

tf - . gas phase residence time in the freel:oard (s) 

X fractional excess air 

TB = bed tanperature. (0 R) 

Tf = mean freeboard tanperature (OR) 

R = coal reactivity factor 

It should be emphasised that this correlation has been generated 
only fran· pressurised data (5-6 atmospheres) and does not include 
any pressure effects. Equally coal feed size is not explicitly 

·included although it is partly implicit in t,_ through the influence 
of fluidising velocity on ~ and because co~ feed size is usually 
chosen to suit the v'eloci ty. 

Based an sane 65 data sets obtained using very similar US coals 
(Illinois No. 6, Illinois No. 5 and Glen Brook) the a¥X:>ve form of 
the correlation was established arx1 a suitable value of R WaS <;lerived • 
. 1\nal ysis of variance· .indicated that the fonn of the correlation was 
···significanbtogreater· than the '99.9% level. The .fo;Cn was then used with 
a further 10 dat-..a sets to obtain values of R for seven different coals. 

The correlation is illtitration in Fig. 24. '\,.;rhere ·those 'data ·originati.J19' fran 
'vork sponsored by the us DOE (or by the-ir predecessors,. EROA and the Office 
of Cqal Research) are identified separately. ·All t.he data are given in 
Table 1. 
One of the measures of coal reactivity is the oxygen content of the 
coal (on a dry ash-free basis) • Fig. 26 illustrates the relations¥p 
between derived values of the coal reactivity factor R and the oxygen 
content. It is apparent that a strong relationship exists and this 
provides further confid.ence in the form assumed for the correlation. 
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Fig. Al illustrates the effect of temperature as a family of 
efficiency cuives, as givE;m by the correlation, for the following 
conditions:- ,_ 

Coal type:- U.S. Bituminous (Illinois or similar) 

bed residence time, ~ = 2. Ss 

freeboard residence time tf= 3s 

area per coal feed 
nozzle, A = 6 ft2 

excess air X = o. 5 (i.e. 50% excess air) 
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CODE 

Main oambustor:-

ERDA Test 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6/lA 
6/lB 
6/2A 
6/2B 
7A 
7B 

GE 8 
9 

Sponsor A 2A 
2B 
2C 

Sponsor B 6/1 
6/lA 
6/4 
6/5 

DOE lCXX> h 1/1 
1/2 
2/1 
2/2 
2/3 
2/4 

Coal 

Illinois 

II 

II 

II 

II 

UK bituminous 
II 

II 

Glen Brook 
II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

II II 

Table ·Al 

A ~ . tf 
ft.2 s s 

1.5 1.91 5.0 
1.5 2.0 4.6 
1.5 2.04 5.0 
1.5 1. 78 5.2 
3.0 1.92 .5.0 
2.0 3.0 I 3.0 
2.0 3.0 3.0 
3.0 3.2 3.2 
3.0 3.2. 3.2 
3.0 Ll7 1.1 
3~0 1.26 1.2 

.. 
3.0 2.0. 1.6 
3.0 1.85 1.6 

6.0 0.65 1.8 
6.0 0.96 1.5 
6.0 1.29 1.2 

6.0 1.17 3.7 
6.0 1.17 3.7 
6.0 2.33 7.4 
6.0 1.25 3.0 

9.0 2.19 2.7 
9.0 2.22 2.4 
9.0 2.10 2.6 
9.0 2.23 2.4 
9.0 2.40 2.3 
9.0 2.24 ~.6 

Combustion Effictency Data 

.. 

TB TF X R nobs ncale 
OR. OR % X 106 

2090 2070 18 10.7 99.3 99.4 
2210 2150 23 10.7 99.6 99.7 
2115 2080 17 10.7 99.4 99.5 
2195 2060 17 10.7 99.7 99.6 
2050 2035 90 10.7 99.4 99.4 
2060 2010 25 10.7 99.0 99.4 
2060 2015 30 10.7 99.3 99.4 
2060 1990 100 10.7 99.7 99.6 
2060 2cx:x:> 120 ·10. 7 9'9.7. 99.6 
2115 2050 95 10.7 98.5 98.8 
'2115 2050 63 10.7 98.2 gs.7 

2080 2035 30 10.7 198.~ 98.9 
2170 2125 30 10.7 9.9.0 99.3 
2020 1586 40 11.6 I 92.0 88.1 
2010 1775 35 11.6 93.1 93.4 
2040 1975 35 11.6 96.1 96.7 
]955 1890 260 10.7 97.7 98.3 
1970 1900 230 10.7 97.7 98.3 
1880 1825 300 10.7 98.9 99.0 
1970 1925 250 10.7 ·97. 7 98.5 
2CXX) 1935 97 10.7 98.7 98.3 
2005 1940 114 10.7 198.5 98.5 
2030 1985 J:C.C. 10.7 98.4 98.6 
2035 1990 96 10.7 I 98.2 98.6 
2045· 2CXX) 96 10.7 I 98.5 98.8 
2035 1990 9.9 10.7 I 98.1 98.7 
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CODE 

OOE 1000 h Test 3 . 
II 4 
" 5 
II 6 

roE 1980 n 1/1 
II 1/2 
II 1/3 
11 1/4 
II 2/1 
II 2/2 
II 3/1 
II 3/2 
II 3/3 

Sponsor C II 1/1 
II 1/2 
II 1/4 
II . 1/5 

Sponsor D II 1 

I II 2 

· 12 inch Combustor 

Sponsor B Test 1 
II 2 
II 3 
II 4 
II 5/1 

·Tacle ·Al ·canbustiort Effic;tency Data · (COrttd.~) 

Coal A ~ tf TB TF X R. nobs i ncale 
ft2 s s OR OR % X ioG ! 

Glen.Brook 9.0 2.37 2.3 2035 1985 108 10.7 99.1 98.8 
II II 9.0 2.33 2.3 2040 1990 100 10.7 99.3 98.8 
II II 9.0 2.47 2.2· 2035 1980. 104 10.7 99.2 98.8 
II II 9.0 2.47 2.2 2035 1980 104 10.7 ( 99.2 I 98.8 

3.0 1.11 3.2 1920 1970 55 10.7 97.8 96.8 
3.0 2.26 1.8 2090 1990 65 10.7 99.0 99.2 
3.0 . 2.29 1.9 1875 1835 60 10.7 96.7 97.0 
3.0 2.33 1.8 2060 1920 25 10.7 97.8 98.6 
3~0 1.45 2.6 1860 2015 60 10.7 97.1 96~·9 
3.0 1.46 2.4 . 1860 1790 65 ·10. 7 95.8 95.2 
3.0 1.05 2.9 2090 1600 62 10.7 96.0 97.1 

II 3.0 1.68 4.7 1855 1615 . 50 10.7 .95.3 94.6 
II 6.0 2.15 1.8 2040 1975 58 10.7 99.0 98.9 

Illinois 3.0 3.6 3.4 2055 1990 28 10. 7. 98.5 •99 •. 4 
" 3.0 3.19 3.0 2065 1990 36 10.7 99.0. 99.4 
II 3.0 3.2 3.2 1915 1865 41 10.7 .99.0 98.5 
II 3.0 2.03 2.3 1960 1925 43 10.7 97.5 98.1 

High ash sub-
bituminous J.o·. 1..64 3.0 2020 1980 178 22.0 98.8 99.6 

II 3.0 3.22 6.4 2005 1935 162 22.0 99.9 99.8. 

Glen Brook .785 0.78 2.8 2025 1980 140 10.7 99.2 99.1 
II II .785 0.81 2.9 2025 1980 140 10.7 99.3 99.1 
II "II .785 1.05 2. 7" 2025 1980 115 10.7 99.3 99.2 
II II .785 0.99 2.6 2015 1980 135 10.7 99.0 99.2 
II II .785 0.97 2.7 ~025 1980 110 10.7 99.1 99.1 

I 
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CODE Coal 

'Table ·Al 

A. 

ft2 . ·s 

·canbustion 'Efficiency ·nata (Contd. 3) 

I 
I . ~~ .. · ncale X 

Sponsor B Test 5/2 
i II 5/3 

II 5/4 
II 5/5 

Glen Brook 
II II 

II II 

II II 

. 785 1.03 
• 785 1.03 
• 785 1.05 
.785 0.85 

2.9 
2.9 
2.7 
1..8 

1765 1730 
1765 1730 
1835 1800 
2035 2CXX) 

160 
150. 
140 
135 

10.7 
10.7 
10.7 
10.7 

95.7 
96.0 
97.5 
98.5 

95.9 
95.7 
97 .5. 
99.1 

!sponsor A 

I 
I 

I 
~~r c 

I I. 

II 1 

II 2 
II 3 
II 4 
II ·5 

FRG Bit-
uminous • 785 0.92. 2.6 2115 2090 160 · 7.4 98 .. 9 98.9 

Anthracite .785 1.06 · 2.7 '2117 2090 170 2.1 96.4 96.4 
USLignite .785 1.14 2.7 2110 2080 170 72· 99.9 99.9 
Glen Brook • 785 0.99 .. 2. 7 2100 2070 170 10.7 · 99.3 ! 99.2 
FRGBit-

uminous .785 1.00 2.7 2100 2070 170 4.5 98.0 98.0 
11 6 UK Bituminous • 785 1;03 2. 7 2115 2090 170 11.6 99.3 99.3 
11 4 Illinois .785 Q.87 2.1 2115 1970 136. 10.7 99.7 99.5 
II 6 • 785 0.56 1.4 2115 I 2090 156 10.7 . 99.2. 99.1 
II 7 o 785 0~41 0.9 2115 2090 156 10.7 98.9 98.6 
II 8 0 785 0.31 0. 7 209512090 166 10.7 98.4 97.9 
II 9 I . 785 0.21 0.6 I 2140 12140 162 10.7 97.3 97.5 
II l0/2A • 785 0.29 1.0 ! 2135 2115 133 10.7 98.4 98.2 
•II .10/1 I . 785 o. 21 o. 7 I 2135 ) 2090 162 10. 7 98 .1 97 ~ 3 
II 10/2B • 785 0.14 0.6 I 2095 2205 122 10.7 95.9 95.3 
,II 11 .785 0.24 1~0 I 2115 2090 I 116 10.7 97.8 97.3 
II 12/1 '11 

• 785 0.38 1. 5 2105 2050 l 157 10.7 I 98.8 98.6 
II 12/2 II • 785 0.27 1.1 I 2105 2105 ' 140 10.7 98.2 I 97.9 

~------------~!----------~--~----~---1~--~------~i'--~~----~L _____ j~ ______ \ 



APPENDIX 2 

Elutriation of so:rbent and ooal ash 

The bed consists of coal ash and partly-calcined, partly-sulphated 
so2 sorbent (dolanite or limestone). The material elutriated fran 
such a bed oonsists mainly of particles smaller than that size for 
which the gas velocity - at the prevailing tanperature and pressure -
is the tennina1 or free-fall velocity. This critical size is 
tenned the "elutriated" s.ize and "fines" are defined as that material 
snaller than the elutria ble size. 'lhe elutriable size - based on 
the velocity, temperature and pressure at the cx:xnbustor exit - is 
calculated fran an expression based on Pettyjol:m and Christiansen's 
data for particles of sphericity = 0.8 (Ref. 6), which when rearranged -
to be explicit in particle size, gives . 

cl __ /0 u[: ~- ·+- [(. £-:'f; .)1. 
. t ?-''-~ ~ i) l~d fj + 

·where dt = elutriable size 

p = gas density 

/ = gas visoosity 

g = gravitational acceleration 

() = particle density (specific gravity= 2.7 
for coal ash or dolani te ash) 

Ut = gas velocity at o::nnbustor exit 

. a. = 1.285 

b = 26.20 

all in se!l.f-oonsis~t 1mits. 

Material smaller than the elutriable size in the solid feed streams 
is rapidly elutriated. ':!be ranaining material is retained in ~e 
bed tmtil its Si~e :i,s reduced to smaller t:.hap the e+utriable E!iZe, 
after wPich ~t is a,lso r~pidly elutriated. · 

Processes causi,ng s.:j..ze reduction are;-

(1) attrition and abrasion of ~cles in the bed 

and (~) qecret: .:j..-1;4tion of the. incx:ming parti.cles d-ue to the 
su~ evolution of C02 and 1;:0 shock heating of the 
particl~. 

Ref. 6 ~ Battcx:.?ck, W. V. and Pillai, K. K. Proc. 5th Internationa+ 
Conference on Fluidised Bed Cqnbust;i.on, Washington, tee. J.-977. . . . . . . . 
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'lb avoid ambiguity, dolCJnite is expressed on an inert basis, i.e~ 
(100 - % H2o - % Cl - elemental carbon - % C02 - % so3 ) % 

Consider a sorbent ash feed rate wd~ having a fines fraction fdt 
(i.e. material smaller than dt). -rf the sorbent ash actually 
elutriated, expressed as a fraction of the sorbent ash input,~ is 
fde' then the rate of production of fines in the bed is 

~ (··f -·f )w dli:.. dt (.t 

'!he rate of fines production due to attrition and abrasion can be 
expected to be pro:portional to the bed weight, . ~' the dolanite 
content of the bed, Ed, and sane function of the velocity in the 
bed such as (U - Umf) 

'lhe rate of fines production due to decrepitation is carplex, but 
is likely to be related to the feed rate and to the rate of evolution 
of C02 For the manent the extent of calcination of the bed particles 
« 1 is taken as a likely indication of the rate of evolution. 

It is suggested that the total rate of fines production is given by 
an expression of the type 

i\ 

k · W. t ( u -u .) +-1 b ,( .... f 

Data generated by sane 24 tests. on the Leatherhead PFBC are given 
in Table A2 and a correlation has been developed along the lines 
indicated above to give the expression 

-.~ I . ·-3 
=- 0 · 2 q~ ,d C 'N b Z~( + 8 ~ ·t .._ 1 C o( "'ft - L ·C. 3l-t:i 

V..k 
A canparison of observed and predicted values (f - f ) , based on 
the above expression, is given in Fig. A2 and ~ a ~~asonable 
correlation. However, examination of this expression shows that 
the contribution of the 2nd and 3rd tenns (i.e. 86.1 x 10-3 / wd 
-o.0329) is small and Su:Jgests that decrepitation due to C02 
evolution is negligible in PFBC situations. The same is not true 
at ·at:nos:pheric pressure' ' of oourse' where the evolution of ~ from 
limeStone can be extremely rapid. 

ilb 
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·8 

·6 

(fde-fdt) 
Observed 

·4 

0 ------------~--------------0 ·2. ·4 •6' ·8 1·0 

. (fde-:- fdt) predicted. 

x Pfizer 1337 
• Plum Run 
o UK dolomite 
o Limestone 

Fig.A2 Correlation of fines (s·orbent) production 
in the bed 
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The arrount of dol ani te fines produced in the bed is general! y 
extremely snall, so that alnost any method of estimating this 
quantity is likely to be effective. In section 6.4.1 and 
Fig. 35 it was shown that the simpler expression 

·/--I · · <X ( U - L)~l.\ f) 
1\~b ~t 

gives an equally good oori'elation. 

Coal ash elutriation 

· Although a similar correlation might be expected to apply to the 
attrition of coal ash, it has not been possible to devise one. 
Anongst the reasons for this are the facts that (1} the hardness 
of coal ash varies considerably fran coal seam to coal seam and 
can also varv with the mining technique (2} the size distribution 
of. the ash produced by b.~.rning the .coal differs- fran .the size 
distributiOn O:f.' the. original coal ·and (3) the proportion of coal 
ash in the bed is . usually ·snall so that the arronnt of coal ash in 
the bed cannot be estimated as accurately as the. arrount of dolqmite. 

For reference, data relating to' the elutriation of coal ash fran 
24 tests are reproduced in Table A3. 
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Table K2. Elutriation data (dolanite) 

--· ------- -- ···--·-Velocitv ature -- ·-· -
Co:ie u urn£ u_ TB TF dt wb e:d wd fdt fde a Sorbent -

ft/s ft/s ft/s OR OR j1IU lli lb/h ---- :,__ -- --- - -EP.DA Test 6/1 2.7 0.9 2.5 2060 2010 180 2600 0.20 63 0.34 0.35 0.77 Ffizer 1337 .... 6/2 2.5 0.9 2.4 2060 1990 170 2400 0.28 38 0.20 0.23 0.51 II 
II 7A 7.0 1.2 6.8 2115 2050 415 2100 0.68 116 0.01 0.83 0.97 II 

GE II 8 4.5 0.6 4.4 2080 2035 270 1550 0.84 103 0.06 0.32 0.98 UK dolanite II 9 4.6 0.6 4.5 2170 2125 275 1600 0.91 112 0.07 0.37 0.99 II 

DOE lCXX) h II 1/1 4.0 1.4 2 .. 8 2<X'O 1935 185 2200 0.59 98 0 0.03 0.37 Plum Run II 1/2 4.0 1.3 2.8 2005 1940 190 2400 0.74 134 0 0.06 0.42 
2/2 4.0 0.8 2.8 2035 1990 190 2100 0.90 123 0.02 0.12 0.60 
2/3 4.0 0.6 2.9 2045 2(0) 190 2100 0.86 122 0.10 0.33 0.91 
3 4.0 o. 7 2.8 2035 1985 190 1900 0.89 119 0.17 0.23 o. 79 4 4.0 0.9 2.8 2040 1990 190 1900 0.84 119 0.15 0.29 0.68 
5 4.0 0.8 2.8 2035 1980 190 1850 0.87 136 0.06 0.28 0. 75 
6 4.0 1.1 2.8 2035 1980 190 1900 0.89 117 0.14 0.20 0.90 ' 

DOE 1980 1/1 J7 1.1 3.8 1920 1970 235 1100 0.85 115 0.01 0.07 0.56 II II 

1/2 3.9 1.1 3.7 2090 1990 230 2(0) 0.85 123 0.01 0.13 0.97 II II 

2/1 4.0 1.1 4.1 1860 1835 255 1350 0.59 118 0.35 0.49 0.51 " II 

2/2 4.1 1.1 3.9 1860 1920 245 1400 0.67 119 0.38 0.46 0.50 II II 

3/1 4.1 0.8 3.1 2090 2015 200 1200 0.51 106 0.40 0.64 0.97 II II 

3/2 2.5 o. 7 2.2 1855 1790 155 1400 0. 78 104 0.33 0.34 0.53 " II 

Sponsor A 2A 6.5 2.3 5.0 2020 1585 310 750 0.41 125 0.20 0.26 0.41 UK dolanite 2B 6.5 2.6 5.7 2010 1775 345 1100. 0.40 126 0.15 0.28 0.40 II 

2C 6.5 2.6 6.2 2040 1975 375 1500 0.63 128 0.27 0.35 0.63 II 

Sponsor D 1 4.4 1.1 2.9 2020 1980 200 1300 0.25 14 0.14 0.35 0.25 (IJ.nestcne) 2 2.1 0. 7 1.4 2005 1935 120 1300 0.29 35 0.09 0.14 0.29 ( II . ) 
.. 

u ·- fluidising velocity dt = particle size corresponding to ut 
u = mi."limum flullsing velocity wb = weight of bed material · 
rF= tenninal velocity at canbustor exit e:d = fraction of dolanite 'inerts' in the bed 

~ ~ bed ~ature w = feed rate of dolani te 'inert' 
freeboard temperature ~t = fraction of dol~ite 'inert' feed which F 

was finer than dt 
fde = fraction of dolanite 'inert' feed which 

was elutriated 
a calcination of dolani te in bed 
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c 
0 
C) 
0 
< m 
::JJ 
z 
s: 
m z 
-4 
"'0 
::JJ 

z 
-4 z 
C) 

0 
"T1 
"T1 

n 
~ 

ERDA 

GE 

DOE 1980 

Sponsor A 

·Sponsor D 

Test 6/1 
. II 6/2 

II 7A 
II 8 
II 9 
II 1/1 ,,. 

1/2 
II 2/2 

2/3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1/1 
1/2 
2/1 
2/2 
3/1 
3/2 
2A 
2B 
2C 

II 1 
II 2 

u 

ft/s 

2.7 
2.5 
7.0 
4.5 
4.6 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4~0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
3.7 
3.9 
4.0 
4.1 
4.1 
2.5 
6.5 
6.5 
6.5 

4.4 
2.1 

e:c = 
w = c 
fct = 
f = ce 

Table A3 Elutriatian data (coal ash) 

Veloci~ Tenperature 
umf ut TB Tf dt 

. ft/s ft/s OR OR urn 

0.9 2.6 2060 2010 180 
. 0.9 2.4 2060 1990 170 

1.2 6.8 2115 2050 415 
0.6 4.4 2080 2035 270 
0.6 4.5 2170 2125 275 
1.4 2.8 2000 1935 185 
1.3 2.8 2005 1940 190 
0.8 2.8 2035 ·1990 190 
0.6 2.9 2045 2000 190 
0.7 2.8 2035 1985 190 
0.9 2.8 2040 1990 190 
0.8 2.8 2035 1980 ' 190 

~ 1.1 2.8 2035 1980 190 
1.1 3.8 1920 1970 r 235 
1.1 3.7 2090 1990 i 230 
1.1 4.1 1860 :)..835 ' 255 
1.1 3.9 1860 1920 

: 
245 

I 0.8 3.1 2090 2015 200 
0.7 2.2 1855 1790 I 155 
2.3 5.0 2020 1585 I 310 
2.6 5.7 2010 1775 I 345 
2.6 t 6.2 2040 1975 

I 
375 

l 
l 1.1 2.9 2020 1980 200 i I ! 0. 7 I 1.4 2005 1935 120 j i i I ! I I 

concentration of coal ash in the bed 

feed rate of coal ash 

wb e:.c 
lb I 

26oo I .08 
2400 i .10 
2100 I .12 
15501 .09 

.09 16oo I 
2200 I .11 
2400 j .19 
2100 I .10 
2100 i .14 
1900! .10 I 
1900 I .14 
1a5o 1 .13 
1900 I .11. 

.06 1100 
2000 I .14 
135o I .06 
14oo 1 .12 
1200 .23 
1400 .10 

750 .56 
1100 .58 
1500 • 38 

13001 .56 
13ooi .60 

i 

fraction of coal feed which was finer than dt 

fraction of coal feed ash ~mich was elutriated 

w fct f Coal 
c ce 

lb/h 
' 
; 52 0.25 0.63 Illinois 

33 0.29 0.53 II 

' 80 0.36 0.95 II 

! 
62 0.44 0.83 II 

i 62 0.29 . 0.86 II 

I 
! 101 0.14 0. 73 Glen Brook i 
I 113 0.26 0.68 II 

75 0.16 0. 76 II 

I 73 . 0.16 0.76 II 

I 
76 0.23 0.85 II 

I 78 0.31 0.85 II 

! 

I ' 76 0.21 0.81 j 
! 75 0.25 0.78 I I 
I 

83 0.27 0.80 I i 
1 95 0.31 0. 75 I 

I 
I 
I 

107 0.31 0.83 i 
i I 101 0.31 0.87 I I 

I 

I 84 0.25 0.85 ! 
53 0.17 0.83 ! 

319 0.23 0.52 UK Bituminous 
328 0.28 0.52 II 

i 192 I 0.27 I 0.69 High ash sub-
I bituminous I j ! I I 306 0.16 0.85 ! ; 

l 165 I 0.10 i 0.48 I 

I I 
! ! I 




